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Dearest Reader,
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ATÖLYE has been through an evolutionary journey over the
last few years. Following the tenets of design thinking, we
have gone through various phases of becoming. Where we
stand, we are proud to define ourselves as a ‘Transdisciplinary
Innovation Platform’; an expression that best captures our
DNA.
Go to page
28 to read
more.

We focus on honing our respective crafts while becoming
conversant in others, and most importantly, we keep the
peripheral vision alive.
Because it is at the edges where innovation happens.
While we are excited about the future, we pay just as much
attention to our past. By reflecting, we internalize our
learnings and turn them into insights that we now share on
our website and Medium page. Both serve to capture different
facets of our story and are bolstered by this print edition,
which serves as our third channel.

“Platform” is a well-suited term, as we are not only a creative
hub with a real estate business at its core, or a consultancy
focusing on client work.
In our case, the hub and the studio form an indispensable,
symbiotic union.
Under a single roof, we curate a community, events, and ideas
to develop innovative projects in a nimble and agile manner.

We are pleased to share the inaugural ATÖLYE Reflections
with you. If you are reading this, it is most likely that you
too, are part of ATÖLYE’s story of becoming. Thank you for
your presence and for your partnership. We look forward to
exploring future possibilities together.

We love wearing two distinguished hats: that of doers and of
enablers.

Go to page
XVI at
Insights to
read more.

We define innovation for the 21st century as the creation
of systemic change towards an economically, socially, and
ecologically sustainable future, and are optimistic about the
potential of strategic design in creating it. Taking wicked
problems as our input, we dwell on challenges that are
dynamic, social, and generative in nature such as building
pedagogical labs in existing structures to establishing a new
system for participatory social design. This is what excites us
for the years to come.
Finally, we believe that such problems can only be tackled
with a transdisciplinary mindset. Operating in a scaleagnostic manner, we are fluid with our toolkit, may it be
designing learning experiences, user interfaces, brands,
products, spaces or experiences.
Organized around multiple practices, we call ourselves a learning
organization.

Please do share your feedback, we live on it.
Engin Ayaz & Kerem Alper
Co-founders
Go to page
XXVI at
Insights to
read more.
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Journey /

2012

2013

2014

The foundations of ATÖLYE hark back to early
2013, where it started as an academic spin-off
project with ties to Stanford d.school (The Hasso
Plattner Institute of Design), Stanford Change
Labs, and New York University Tisch ITP. While
the former institutions provided a design thinking
and social impact mindset, the latter offered
digital-physical prototyping know-how and a
critical technology approach.

Following desk research abroad, we embarked
on a long community building journey back in
2013. Starting with more than a dozen pop-up
workshops, we galvanized a creative community
that was in need for a joint purpose and shared
resources. Over time, we established our beta
space in Çukurcuma, fostering a core community
of 20 people and prototyping our business model
as a creative hub and a strategic design studio.

About

2015

2016

We structured a delicate balance between private,
academic, and public partners model to make the system
work, while remaining independent in our decision making
processes. Splitting the financial threads into three
channels, we first made an agreement with twelve individual
international seed investors. We made a 3-year strategic
partnership agreement with Özyeğin University (ÖzU) and
Istanbul Institute of Design, where they would utilize our
space for their classes and programs. We also selected
as one of the few for-profit organizations for the ‘Creative
Cities’ program organized by Istanbul Development Agency
(ISTKA). These efforts enabled us to stay independent, and
on course with our mission and vision.

2017
After a lengthy permitting and construction
process, we moved to bomontiada about
two years ago, sharing a cultural campus
with various culture, gastronomy, and
entertainment facilities. Where we stand, we
are home to a diverse team of 35 people,
a vibrant community of 150 people, an
inspiration and insight opportunity with
the events, and a base for innovative and
inspiring projects.

Journey
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Strategic Partnerships /
NEW LAB

ÖZYEĞİN UNIVERSITY

As a leading establishment in the field of advanced
technologies, New Lab has transformed an old shipbuilding
machine shop within Brooklyn Navy Yard in New York City into
an exploration zone with an amazing range of funded startups
and companies. As an ATÖLYE investor and strategic partner,
various stakeholders within New Lab work with ATÖLYE on
various projects and initiatives, from smart city strategic
design projects to local adaptations of international ventures.

As one the key institutional believers in ATÖLYE’s vision,
Özyeğin University has been a partner since the opening of
ATÖLYE in bomontiada. ATÖLYE is hosting different events,
lectures, and workshops of a strategic partner Özyeğin
University as a “city-center campus”. Several ATÖLYE team
and community members have also given lectures and
classes at Özyeğin University as part of this partnership.

STANFORD D.SCHOOL

ISTANBUL INSTITUTE
OF DESIGN

As one of the two academic institutions that witnessed and
facilitated the birth of ATÖLYE, Stanford d.school is a strong
ally in terms of facilitating ATÖLYE’s growth. From providing
workshop materials to providing instructor connections
and helping forge content agreements with other Stanford
establishments such as Stanford Social Innovation Review,
d.school helps ATÖLYE remain at the cutting edge of knowhow in the fields of design and innovation.

About

Istanbul Institute of Design is the Turkish hub of the
international design research and education communities
and the local design research, practice, and education center
in Istanbul. Some of the ÖzÜ/İID graduate programs and
workshops take place in collaboration with ATÖLYE, in terms of
content, community, and event facilitation.

Strategic Partnerships
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Our Location /

Repurposed from a historic beer factory, bomontiada is a new
generation public platform, filled with more than 4000 people
on a daily basis. It functions as a core where like-minded
people come together, and an experience center that creates
emotional attachment and a sense of belonging. Situated
amidst a multicultural neighborhood, bomontiada enmeshes
commercial and non-commercial activities to form a diverse
ecology. The courtyard functions as a shared space where
residents, partners and tenants collaborate on a program of
cultural activities. It develops tools for creating a sustainable
community and establishing a habitual, internalized collective
behavior and aims enriching the district, inspiring positive
change without imposing but by listening and responding.

bomontiada Courtyard
Photo: İbrahim Özbunar
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At bomontiada, ATÖLYE is the only independent organization
which also aims a social benefit. ATÖLYE’s non-commercial
monthly event program provides a base for knowledge transfer
and inspiration about design, creativity, technology and
entrepreneurship.

bomontiada Courtyard
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Our Team /

ATÖLYE

imece

Ali Yıldırım
Facilities Support

Atılım Şahin
Community &
Prototyping Lab Lead

Aysu Güneş
Legal Advisor

Ayşesu Çelik
Learning Designer

Barbaros Kaptanoğlu
Venue Operations
Assistant

Begüm Ural
Architect

Bengisu Ecem Yıldız
Design Researcher

Beril Altuntoprak
Venue Operations
Associate

Buğra Çelik
Director

Carla Lembruger
Service Designer

Ceylan Uşaki Erali
Learning
Designer

Deniz Dönmez
Service Designer

Deniz Uçan
Community Assistant

Doğukan Şarman
Venue Operations
Assistant

Duygu Kambur
Coordinator

Emre Erbirer
Communications
Lead

Engin Ayaz
Co-Founder,
Head of Design

Fırat Okucu
Research &
Content Associate

Güneş Sayın
Project Manager

Kerem Alper
Co-Founder,
Head of Strategy
& Ventures

M. Ahmet Alpat
Technology Advisor

Mert Çetinkaya
Organization &
Learning Design Lead

Mertcan Avcı
Prototyping Lab
Associate

Merve Dokumancı
Architect

Mevlüt Demir
Administrative
Manager

Nazlı Cangönül
Design Researcher

Nesile Yalçın
Architectural
Design Lead

Öykü Attila
Operations Associate

Özge Aytan
Communications
Assistant

Özgür Özçelik
Venue Sales &
Partnerships Lead

Sebahat Akgündüz
Facilities Support

Seda Karaca
Communications
Associate

Serdar Paktin
Insight Lead

Tilbe Şendoğan
Operations Assistant

Tolga Dizmen
Head of Culture &
Operations

Tuğçe Akbulut
Incubation Program
Coordinator

Uğur Orak
Graphic Designer

Yasemin Demirel
Graphic Designer

Yiğit Ekmekçi
Senior Strategy
Advisor

Zeynep Çelik
Community Associate
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Retreat 2017
Photo: Can Akat
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2017 Highlights /

Members

150
Collaborations

42
Projects

9

Awards &
Acknowledgements

4

Stanford d.school most influential spinoff for 2014, ATÖLYE
Architectural Yearbook 2016, Open Roof Space
Nurus Turkish Architecture Selection, Container Park
Arkitera Employer Awards Selective Commitee’s Incentive Award, Open Roof Space

imece / Zorlu Holding
Ideapreneurs / TEB
New Lab City: Brooklyn / New Lab
Vitus Urla / Vitus
The Future of Dealership / Mercedes-Benz
Digital Platform / TEB + BNP Paribas
Open Roof Space / Private Sezin School
Urban Sustainability Summer School / Abdullah Gül University
Istanbul Creative Hubs Mapping / British Council

About

2017 Highlights
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Our Values /

Values drive culture.
Acknowledging that ATÖLYE is growing to a sizeable team
and community, we felt the need to refine, and codify our
values in a participatory manner. To that end, in our most
recent retreat in May 2017, we engaged in inward inspection
and made a list of our own values in relation to important
moments in our lives.
We framed the exercise around two questions;

What I can find
in ATÖLYE?

20

21

What I can
bring to ATÖLYE?
The outputs were thrilling. We were pleased to find that our
team members already find a lot of shared core values at
ATÖLYE, while also contributing new key ideas they believed
they should have been priorly codified.
Distilling the outputs, we shared our draft value set in a community
meeting after the retreat and further refined them over multiple
iterations. The multi-stakeholder and emergent approach implied
that the exercise was taxing at times, but for that very reason, we
believe the outcome will stand the test of time.
Where we stand, we feel grounded.

Value Proposition Workshop
Photo: Can Akat
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ATÖLYE IS AN ORGANIZATION OF
LEARNING AND DISCOVERY.
Learning is a constant process at ATÖLYE, and our curiosity leads us to
new discoveries. It is our greatest desire to adopt new perspectives and
to add value to everything we do accordingly.

ATÖLYE PRODUCES IN CONSIDERATION
OF THE FUTURE.
We approach projects, ideas and challenges by asking the question "how can we
make a positive impact for the future?"
We try to learn from the future in our work, and thus reinterpret our current day.

ATÖLYE CHANNELS AN EXTENSIVE
AWARENESS INTO EVERY ENDEAVOR.
We know that the things we do and don’t do have an effect on the world and its
inhabitants, and we act with that knowledge in mind.
ATÖLYE’s learning and discovery environment provides us with seminal opportunities
to expand our awareness.

ATÖLYE IS A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION
FOR ITS ENVIRONMENT.
We look for inspiration in our work, and we share it with those around us.
We are a source of inspiration for each other and for other institutions and
individuals.

ATÖLYE TAKES BOLD STEPS FOR
CHANGE LEADERSHIP.
We look at every prospect as an opportunity for changemaking and we
do not hesitate to adopt bold ideas to implement that.
We proactively think about how we can make positive change in the
world we live in and we lead those around us in this pursuit.

About

ATÖLYE IS AN ENVIRONMENT OF
BIAS-FREE EMPATHY.
We try to comprehend people, institutions, challenges and situations and
try to meet them on a common ground. We do listen in a solution-oriented
manner and communicate through non-violent communication.

ATÖLYE ENABLES ITS MEMBERS AND
TEAM TO SELF-REALIZE.
We enable our professional motivations and job roles to complete and
empower one another. We provide space for each other in order to
actualize our personal interests and dreams.

ATÖLYE TAKES FUN SERIOUSLY AND
WORKS WITH PLEASURE.
We provide the environment for individuals and teams to enjoy their
work. We believe that this harmony between work and recreation
improves creativity and productivity.

ATÖLYE HANDLES ALL PROCESSES WITH A
HIGH LEVEL OF ATTENTIVENESS & CARE.
We design our business manners carefully and shape our actions within this context.
We work to ensure that this quality-driven approach is good not only to our clients, but
to nature and all living things at large.

ATÖLYE IS A WHOLE AS A TEAM.
The diversity of individuals and the differences they bring about
enrich our team as a whole. Within this whole, all team and community
members are equivalent and exist in a well-governed environment in
which they can express themselves freely.

Our Values

ATÖLYE
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We produced values ball in our Prototyping Lab in order
to remember our values and share them with our stakeholders.
Photo: Barbaros Kaptanoğlu
About
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Our
Purpose /

About

ATÖLYE is a learning
organization that
promotes systemic
change by sparking and
leveraging the potential
of its curated team,
community, clients, and
constituents at large.
Our Purpose
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Creative Hub & Strategic
Design Studio Synergy /

Go to page
XXVI at
Insights to
read more.

The events enable us to become more porous as an
organization. As a semi-public space, it helps us connect
with our wider network, and share our insights from projects
alongside other experts. Indirectly, it serves as a business
development channel because physical exposure always
engenders interesting conversations. Finally, it provides the
backdrop for participatory co-design sessions and workshops
with our clients, where we wear the hat of facilitator and jointly
explore possible futures.

As stated in our introduction, ATÖLYE’s primary driver is to
take wicked problems as the input and deliver projects and
ventures in response. As a transforming function, ATÖLYE’s
unique organizational structure, comprised of a creative hub
and a strategic design studio, becomes the quintessential
element for engendering innovation that is otherwise not
likely.
As part of this structure, the creative hub is comprised of the
triad of curated community, prototyping and events. Each of
these components contribute to the effort of the strategic
design studio in their own ways.
Community members have the potential to become
participants in project teams or to provide low-touch feedback
via guided sessions. Therefore, community takes the lead in
terms of its impact and importance.

Combined, creating such a symbiotic organization structure
originates from our foresight about where organizations are headed
towards in the next ten years: more networked, more hands-on and
more permeable. Time will tell.

28

29
Community

This system enables ATÖLYE to become scale-agnostic, building the
appropriate ‘skunkworks’ teams as needed.
Similarly, testing becomes an effortless act, given our diverse
150-people community, where feedback remains abundantly
heterogeneous. Incidentally, members’ interaction with each
other or with the strategic design studio team engenders
further collaborations and side ventures, even though the
‘system’ does not bet on this potential and considers it a
nice-to-have side benefit.
Secondarily, prototyping provides an entry point for less
experienced, yet highly motivated young talent with interest
in physical and digital design. Via our Open Mondays and
Designer-in-Residence programs, along with internal 101
Lessons, we foster a culture of ‘show, don’t tell’ and prioritize
action over discourse.

About

Strategic Design Studio

Prototyping

Events

Creative Hub & Strategic Design Studio Synergy
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Global
Explorations /

2
4

2
Edinburgh

Copenhagen

1

1

Chekhov

4

Sheffield

Köln

1

Berlin

1

Brussels

1

Geneva

1
2

2

2
Belgrade

Milan

New York

15

70

1

Barcelona

3

Istanbul
Bursa
Athens
We are connected to the wider world via different global networks, events
and programs. During 2017, we traveled to three different continents
and attended 128 events to learn more about the future trends and to
share our insights. From Berlin to San Francisco, Chekhov to Edinburgh,
we shared insights from our respective practices while delivering
inspirations back to our team, community and clients in a need of focus
on being a “glocal” organization in all senses of the word.

Trends

Djerba

1

1

Eskişehir

1

5
Izmir
Adana

1

Global Explorations
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Trends: Learning from
the Future
In early May 2017, ATÖLYE invited a subset of its strategic
partners, key stakeholders and clients for a Foresight
Workshop, which aimed to envision a strategic map of near
future developments. There were a total of 42 participants in
this workshop, the majority of whom were from various leading
institutions, companies and NGOs.
In this workshop, we collectively explored trends that
will shape the future under four main categories: Talent
Management, Technology, Business World and Individual
Behaviors. Crafted exercises such as trend mapping and
future dreaming enabled us to brainstorm hundreds of ideas
that we later organized into themes.

34

35

We believe that collaboration is the only way to better
respond to the tidal waves of change that are in front of
us. Consequently along with our stakeholders, clients and
partners, we experimented to learn from the future and
practiced how to influence this future in a joint manner.
We are deeply immersed in future thinking and foresight studies as
we are committed to building a better future through design.
We realize profound insights and foresights resulting from
research and projects that we work on. We would like to share
our insights with you, or even better, we would like to produce
Please, get
in touch with
us if you are
interested
in jointly
exploring future
possibilities for
your organization
with us via
info@atolye.io

insights and foresights for your needs.

Foresight Workshop

Trends

ATÖLYE
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1.TALENT MANAGEMENT
The transformation from Human Resources
(HR) to Talent Management (TM) will be
accelerated
The HR management practices have begun to give way to
"talent management". We are shifting to a system in which
teamwork gives way to experiential learning and artificial
intelligence (AI) plays an active role in recruitment processes,
and companies support the skills of employees.

Skill and competence sets will transform
As the importance of new generation learning techniques grow, we
are on the verge of a time when institutions are able to survive only if
their employees make up a learning community.

36

37

Similarly, the flow of information should also go beyond
hierarchy. Criteria such as graduation degree and success
rank of candidates will lose importance, while skills such as
problem-solving, critical thinking, objective interpretation,
relationship mapping and visioning come to the fore.

From execution to production, from
managerial to leader-driven
Employees will prefer organizations that can incorporate
employees' ideas into their decision-making processes and
those that can run democratic mechanisms with their teams.
The relationship between the employee and the manager will
evolve into a form in which the feedback is double-sided, and
the employees can develop their own methods.

Blockchain for Good
Photo: Didem Kendik

Trends
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Educational approaches and learning
environments will begin to differentiate

Life and culture will be transformed
Free payment systems will transform our perception of
money (paper, object, something that is accumulated,
hidden, growing). It will begin to be perceived differently
(abstract, fluid, persistent and transforming) and will change
our economic activities at the core. On the other hand, more
sustainable and not profit / loss oriented economic models
such as the sharing economy will be born and developed,
while localization will start to replace centralized solutions
and globalization.

Education will be sustainable and inspiring. It will be based
on interpreting and evaluating knowledge, and using them
to produce new things. In education, while the concepts
of experiential learning and creativity will gain importance,
mobile education technologies will be increasing knowledge
dissemination and access to education.

Corporate structures will change
Employees will now become stakeholders of companies and
there will be a transition to structures that associate corporate
values with the individual values, which will increase corporate
commitment. Diversity management will gain importance. This
may not only involve the inclusion of different socio-culturaleconomic-ethnic masses in the working environment, but may
also involve individuals with different personalities, and those
who think and act differently.
Instead of working for big brands and institutions, employees who
are open to learning and who attach importance to their own values
will favor small but innovative and value-generating structures.

2. TECHNOLOGY
Digitalization will deepen
Data analysis and mapping will be made more practical with
artificial intelligence (AI), through which deeper and stronger
solutions will emerge. While augmented reality (AR) and virtual
reality (VR) technologies make it easier to work remotely,
bureaucracy and other processes will come to an end with the
increased use of artificial intelligence (AI) in the public and
service sectors. Voice-driven technologies will spread to more
areas and become a routine part of our lives.

Trends

On the other hand, anti-technology and analog culture
will rise. Innovations will be developed using physical and
mechanical approaches, as the message that innovation does
not necessarily have to be technological will spread.
A culture of departure or a break from technology will cultivate.
Non-tech holidays, retreats and areas will emerge.

38
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Technology influence will widen and deepen
at the same time
In the fields of health, education and economy, technologies
such as robotics, AI, AR and VR will be taken up more
expansively. New applications will develop in the health field
with 3D printing. These will include organ printing and the
like. New technologies will potentially extend human life.
Technologies such as blockchain will make their way into
banks and economic institutions and transform the existing
system.
With the development of interactive and participatory
technologies, there will be changes in the understanding of
management in institutions and organizations. Systems will
optimize all processes and resource waste will reach its lowest level.
The creative industries will develop new services and products
using technology.
Protection of personal information and privacy will
increasingly gain importance. Many developments will take
place in this area as well as the birth of many initiatives and
institutions.

Trends: Learning from the Future
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Foresight Workshop,
May 2017, ATÖLYE

Trends
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3. BUSINESS WORLD

Meaningful and binding culture will become increasingly important.
The changing consumer expectations will cause brands
to redefine themselves, to re-establish their ties with
the consumer in different ways, and to reconsider their
communication methods. It will be important for companies
to unite corporate culture and stakeholders, employees and
customers in a more participatory joint platform. Due to
transparency, ecological, social and economic deficiencies
will be open to the feedback of users and authorities. Thus,
companies will operate on the axis of social impact and value,
rather than that of profit-loss.

Organizations will evolve into more flexible
structures
The understanding of participatory management will improve.
The hierarchy will be more homogenous and the rules will be
based on scientific evidence. Instead of multi-departmental
understanding, small yet multiple interconnected companies
will be dominant. The understanding of leadership will
diminish, and expertise will proliferate. Interdisciplinary
models of business will increase. Apart from these, business
and organizational structures will begin to form on models
of cooperation, and because of online participation models,
physical togetherness will lose its meaning and these
individuals, institutions and organizations will become
independent from a physical location.

Sharing economy & collaboration is rising
Forms of production and consumption that are not concerned
with profit, but that produce the needed amount and share the
surplus with the bigger community have gained importance in
recent years and will continue to rise. The democratization
of knowledge and the increasing means of collaboration
among individuals will be the reason why the existence
of companies will be questioned. Companies will transform
to democratize their knowledge and to benefit from the move
towards open source.

Relationship between brands and individuals
will evolve
Accountability, transparency and inclusion in production
processes are now among the key concepts shaping the
behaviors of the new generation of consumers. The identity,
vision and values of the company and the brands will be
questioned more by the individual.
Innovation processes will begin to be open and participatory; hence

Product/service perception will change

42
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Consumers will look for transparency in production processes
rather than for social responsibility projects. The story of
the product and its employment of sustainable methods
will become critical. Products that have stories,meaning
and promote sustainability will gain value. The products and
services will transform into experiences and the product will
turn into a symbol of the experience so that the service can
be personalized (personalized credit, phone subscription,
public transport tickets, etc.) Companies will begin to scale in
relation to their valuable production.
“Benefit = scalability” equation will begin to emerge.

The culture of work will change
The weekly practice of being involved with an interest /
project related to work for half a day will emerge. From the
time-based approach of working, "work as much as you need
to, then make use of your remaining time" understanding
will be spread. As the workplace will lose its importance, an
approach of working in projects away from offices and that
are located in different locations and areas will be defined.
Working hours will become flexible and independent from a
specific place. Workplaces in rural areas will begin to emerge,
people will move away from the cities and start working in the
countryside.
Mobile, international companies will grow, “a person = a company”
equation will be possible.

companies will start mass participation.

Trends

Trends: Learning from the Future
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bomontiada Courtyard
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4. INDIVIDUAL
BEHAVIORS

communities with common values will become necessary in
different ways. The questioning of whether free will exists will
intensify. Information pollution will influence decision making
to a large extent. Certain rules and laws will be brought
forward as our decisions are understood as reactions given
to certain stimuli and manipulation increases.

The relationship with technology will be
redefined
By accelerating the access to information, people will no
longer need to keep the information in mind, which will in
general cause memory problems in mankind. The ability to
access information at all times and the fact that artificial
intelligence (artificial intelligence, mechanical turk, etc.) will
play a role at moments of decision will be worthy as long as
people can easily and quickly access the information, as well
as understand it. The need for "multitasking" will increase.

Social media will impact our perception of
life and reality
Working and social life have completely been transformed as
people have turned themselves into tools of communication
by the influence of social media as both the providers and
consumers of content. As social media replaces traditional
communication, people's understanding of news and their
perception will change drastically. The first sign of this began
to manifest itself with the emergence of the "post-truth"
concept. In the later stages of the online socialization trend,
the right to live only in the virtual world will be demanded.

46
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Emotional boundaries and understanding
will transform
The world will evolve to a point where value judgements are
questioned, ethnic origins become insignificant, distances and
boundaries lose importance. Marriage and monogamy will be
threatened more deeply and the concept of “family" will begin
to lose significance. People will give up the family institution
in order to be independent. The need to set up / participate in

Trends

Virtual Reality Workshop,
ATÖLYE

Trends: Learning from the Future
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Our Framework /
Over the past years we have been relentlessly iterating
to create a unique framework for ATÖLYE’s practices and
offerings. While our ‘practices’ encapsulate our expertise
domains that span a wide gamut, our ‘offerings’ distill our
services into four coherent themes, as articulated below.

PRACTICES
ATÖLYE’s practices reflect the transdisciplinary DNA of our
organization. In any given project we take on, collaboration
among a number of our Practices ensures the creation of
multi-dimensional and innovative ideas, as well as, tangible
outputs across various design scales.

Organization & Learning Design
Planning and facilitating engaging learning journeys that achieve
stakeholder alignment alongside specific learning outcomes, leading
to long-term organizational transformation or new design solutions.

50
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Service Design
Tackling inter-scalar experiences using design thinking
(human-centered design), with an emphasis on design research,
emotional mapping, insight-based design and customer journey mapping.

Digital Design
Combining user experience (UX) and user interface (UI) design expertise
with rapid prototyping, user-testing and technical implementation
oversight capabilities.

Architectural Design
Developing integrated conceptual and detailed architectural design
solutions with a focus on future-proofed working and learning spaces,
alongside a commitment to participatory design, ecological building
and impact assessment principles.

Communications
Distilling the key messages from each engagement and capturing
the process through various multimedia tools, with a selective eye for
optimal channels for physical and digital dissemination.

Workspace

Photo: Yerçekim

Strategic Design Studio

ATÖLYE
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OFFERINGS

wicked problem (a “how might we” question), a concise brief,
a realistic timeline, a deliverables set and success metrics, all
of which informs the next steps: design and implementation.
This phase ranges from three to six weeks on an average
project.

While strategy is at the heart of every project, design threads
diversify later on into three categories: Product-Service
Systems, Organizational Change and Platforms.

PRODUCT-SERVICE SYSTEMS
Every organization has an array of digital and physical
products and services at play. By considering these modules
as part of a larger system, we craft narratives, journeys and
touchpoints in an inter-scalar manner. Fundamentals of
design research form the backdrop for understanding these
systems, ranging from proto-personas to in-depth interviews,
from customer journey maps to qualitative insights.

Product - Service Systems

Discovering the stress points in these flows, we form our design
principles, and develop prototypes as needed, be it a brand, a
digital interface, a product, a communications framework or an

Strategy

architectural solution.

Organizational Change

Platforms

STRATEGY
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A shortlist of these prototypes are captured in a cohesive
fictional narrative alongside a comprehensive idea database.
The former provides the memorable story, while the latter
provides the rigorous depth for future explorations. A typical
Product-Service-System offering ranges from six to ten
weeks.

As a strategic design studio, the question “why” lies at the core
of our effort.
After delivering over 20 multi-disciplinary projects in 2015
and 2016, since the beginning of 2017, ATÖLYE’s focus is to
work on challenges that lie on the strategic critical path of an
organization, be it in the private sector, academia or public
sector. We believe that this is where we add the biggest longterm value.

Go to page
XXVI at
Insights to
read more.

Working hand-in-hand with key decision-makers in an
organization, we focus on transcribing global and local vectors
as inputs for the organization’s strategic path. Meanwhile,
we work towards aligning internal and external stakeholders’
visions and assumptions through participatory design
workshops and one-on-one sessions. From this divergent
path, we focus on converging into a clearly framed

The Future of Dealership (p.68), Open Roof Space (p.78),
Urban Sustainability Summer School (p.94), CNVS (p.102),
LIMINAL (p.108), and Container Park (p.114) are examples
of Product-Service-Systems that we developed.
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
When the strategy warrants internal capacity building and
organizational transformation rather than external products,
we design learning experiences that are tailored to the needs
of the organization, be it an intrapreneurship program,
a recruiting experience redesign or shifting the company
culture towards a more customer-centric one.
Here, our philosophy is to work with a select group of individuals,
a.k.a “change agents”, that are highly motivated, proactive and
hard-working.

Strategic Design Studio

Our Framework

ATÖLYE
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We form interdisciplinary teams within the organization, and
engage them on a weekly basis with focused experiential
training sessions, ideathons, design sprints, mentorship and
coaching. The results of these efforts have three benefits:
capacity building, role-model-based change management
and the development of new products and services ready to
be deployed. A typical Organizational Change offering ranges
from three to twelve months.
Ideapreneurs (p.88) is an example of an Organizational
Change project that we designed and developed.
PLATFORMS
Increasingly so, the strategy warrants the development of a
new entity - be it a non-profit or a for-profit venture that is to be
incubated outside the boundaries of the organization.
This is where our Platforms offering emerges. In this offering,
while offering design services across scales for the platform
to flourish we simultaneously define roles and responsibilities
for the platform’s team and engage in recruiting them. ATÖLYE
acts as the incubator for the newly-formed platform. Here,
the intent is to offer the support structure as needed, and
eventually reduce our contribution to strategic inputs so that
the platform becomes self-sustaining. As a deeply engaged
effort where ATÖLYE usually acts as a co-founder, our Platform
projects usually take up to 12 months to establish and usually
run over multiple years.
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imece (p.60) and Teacher’s Network (p.120) are platforms
that we have co-founded.

First Workshop of the 2nd Incubation Program of imece

Photo: Kalipro
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Our Approach /
Rooted in behavioral insights and driven by
strategic design, we aspire for measurable
impact.
The challenges of 21st century are complex and
interconnected. In response, ATÖLYE offers a unique work
structure where a T-shaped core interdisciplinary team is
surrounded by a curated multidisciplinary community to
enable creative collisions and a growth mindset. Across all of
the case studies, we bring a human-centered design approach
to develop integrative solutions across scales.

Envision
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Immerse

(Re)frame

Ideate & Prototype

Test & Receieve
Feedback

Assess Impact

A Design Thinking Workshop
September 2017, ATÖLYE

Strategic Design Studio
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ENVISION
We work with changemakers, strategic leaders and their teams to
navigate through an uncertain future. Combining analytical research,
assessment tools and participatory leadership approaches, we help get
clarity around their organizational purpose, strategic transformation
agenda and innovation portfolio. Jointly, we explore new frontiers for
growth at the intersection of the organization’s purpose, strategic
business opportunities and world’s pressing needs. While prioritizing
challenges and opportunities for change, we craft rigorous briefs around
wicked problems that would initiate inspiring strategic design processes
at multiple scales, propelling their organizations and society forward.

Go to page
XXVI at
Insights to
read more.

IMMERSE
We believe in the act of deep listening. Following the tenets of design thinking,
behavioral design and Theory U, we are well aware that empathy and sensing
along are essential steps to discover the root causes of any problem. Therefore,
both in client projects and in our joint ventures, we spend considerable effort in
design research to derive unique insights. In this journey, we maintain a divergent
attitude with abundant curiosity and engage with all stakeholders through both
quantitative and qualitative explorations. We utilize both explicit and tacit methods
such as passive observations, interviews, surveys, empathy mapping, user journey
mapping and immersion workshops, among others. We also use global and local
benchmarking to ensure future-proofing at the earliest phase of each project.

Strategic Design Studio

IDEATE & PROTOTYPE
Based on the generated briefs from the previous phase, we build appropriate
teams to tackle the specific, well-defined creative challenges. These teams
usually include select members from our community, co-design partners
from the client side, and global thought leaders. We regularly run inclusive
community-only brainstorming and feedback sessions to tap into the hive
mind. We also utilize the Prototyping Lab extensively for rapid prototyping of
physical and digital ideas. This is also the step in which we run experiments
with both small and big ideas, test our assumptions with users on the field
and rapidly move through validating the solutions that works.

TEST & RECEIVE FEEDBACK
Across all work streams, it is crucial for our outputs to be
tested on the field. To that end, we engage work to gain
methodically receive and document feedback from all related
stakeholders. Additionally, we conduct tailor-made event
planning such as co-design workshops, product launches
and roundtable sessions in our venue. Based on the feedback,
we return to the drawing board and adjust our solutions as
necessary.

(RE)FRAME

ASSESS IMPACT

Through employing system thinking and adopting a synthesis mindset, we see the big
picture of issues and how different problem parts relate to one another as a whole.
This helps us to focus on root causes rather than symptoms. We create a strategic
springboard and a robust project roadmap that contains appropriate briefs for productservice interventions to address root issues or organizational change processes
to create capacity for the system to solve its own problems. More ambitiously, we
combine product-service design and organizational change to create frames for
platforms to achieve large-scale systemic impact. We make sure that in this convergent
phase, outlier ideas are captured rigorously to enable other explorations in the future.
We also offer community-as-a-service in suitable projects where a long term co-design
vision is necessary. ATÖLYE itself is one such project.

We believe that in this fragmented world full of messy challenges, it is
crucial to create ‘social objects’ through which people can engage with
each other. Meanwhile, we are well aware that the “dark matter” i.e. the
cultural and political forces, are usually those that prevent innovation
from materializing in its proper form. Therefore, we seek long-term
engagements that arrive at more holistic solutions for all parties and
create lasting social, environmental and economic impact.

Our Approach

ATÖLYE
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ZORLU HOLDING

How might we establish the
social impact platform
of the 21st century?

imece
Offering: Platform
Practices: Organization & Learning Design, Service Design,
Digital Design, Communications

WHY
Globally, concepts of social innovation or social
entrepreneurship are increasingly becoming more and
more paramount for tackling the ecological, economic and
social challenges that face the globe. It is now clear that
governments, the public sector, academia, or NGOs are not
equipped to solve these challenges within their own domains.
They are in need of a multidisciplinary, collaborative approach.
At the same sime, expectations from for-profit corporations
are rapidly shifting. Just recently, in January 2018, Larry Fink,
CEO of Blackrock, world’s largest asset management fund
declared that “To prosper over time, every company must not
only deliver financial performance, but also show how it makes
a positive contribution to society.”

"Without a sense
of purpose, no
company, either
public or private,
can achieve its
full potential. It
will ultimately
lose the license
to operate from
key stakeholders."
Larry Fink

Strategic Design Studio

Meanwhile, Turkey and the surrounding region have tangible
challenges - access to relevant education, gender equality,
accessibility, environmental sustainability, displaced
populations and mobility, to name a few. These grand
challenges offer opportunities for social entrepreneurs
- people who are passionate on social, environmental and
economic challenges and view entrepreneurship as a way
to scale their impact potential.
However, what was missing was a holistic ecosystem
approach bringing together a community around social
impact, enabling collaborations across sectors and
stakeholder groups, generating locally relevant content,
building talent capacity and enables social impact
entrepreneurs to flourish.
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First Kick-Off Meeting of the
Second Incubation Program
Photo: Didem Kendik

350+
Hours of
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TL Grants
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imece is a social innovation platform that was founded based
on these pillars.
HOW

Go to
page 20 to
read more
about our
values.

We collaborated with Zorlu Holding - one of Turkey’s leading
conglomerates and S360 - one of Turkey’s leading strategic
sustainability consultancy firms to build imece - Turkey’s
leading social innovation platform.
imece was and still is a perfect fit for ATÖLYE’s values and
multidisciplinary DNA. Since imece’s design and development
kick-off back in March 2016 until today, 19 team and
7 community members contributed to the successful
inception of the platform. 19 scopes were part of this journey
thus far: Strategy, design research, branding, service design,
UX, UI, coding, communications, community building, learning
design, operations, architectural design, startup incubation,
business development, product design, hardware design,
manufacturing, rapid prototyping, team formation.
The process for designing, developing and implementing
imece was conducted as a co-design process with multiple
stakeholders from various fields, including academia,
NGOs, public and private sectors, as well as international
collaborators such as OpenIDEO, Stanford d.school, B Lab
and frogDesign.
WHAT

The word
imece means
“a community
of people
pulling
together their
resources to
collaboratively
solving a
challenge.”

Strategic Design Studio

We asked ourselves the question: “How do we repurpose
this beautiful unique word in today’s context of social
entrepreneurship, newly emerging problem solving methods,
and the need for multidisciplinary collaboration?"
Out of this question emerged imece, a social innovation
platform that brings together a multidisciplinary community
for creating sustainable, innovative and impact-focused
projects and startups on social, environmental and economic
challenges as outlined in the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals. imece efforts are centered around these
three topics: Incubation Program, Community Building,
and Capacity Building.

First workshop of the Second
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Incubation Program
Photo: Kalipro

"ATÖLYE is a unique platform where
interdisciplinary communities come together
and creative solutions are produced. As a
novel business model tailored to today's
world, ATÖLYE is an invaluable partner for us."
- Emre Zorlu BOARD MEMBER, ZORLU HOLDING

imece

ATÖLYE
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imece’s Social Entrepreneur Support Program is a 7-month
Pre-incubation and Incubation Program that guides 10
teams through a pre-incubation process in which teams
learn and practice human-centered design and lean business
canvas. 3 winning teams receive 30.000 Euros of grant and
ongoing incubation support consisting of over 300 hours of
mentorship, workspace, trainings, access to the ecosystem
and investor relations.
imece’s Community Building activities include imece Talks,
a monthly event series around social innovation, imece
Roundtables, a quarterly event series of corporate social
intrapreneurship, University Innovation Fellows Program in
partnership with Stanford University, and becoming a hub for
Social Innovation Exchange (SIX),
imece’s Capacity Building activities center around becoming
a local partner of Stanford Social Innovation Review (SSIR),
an award-winning magazine and website that covers
cross-sector solutions to global problems and reaching
With all these imece aims to create sustainable social initiatives
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with scalable income models, to raise awareness within the
community and to ensure capacity development, and finally to
become a platform that combines social entrepreneurship and
innovation.

"It has been an amazing experience working
with ATÖLYE. We gained new perspectives in
impact design and accordingly have achieved
to initiate new collaborative initiatives which
facilitated the development of scalable and
sustainable solutions to regional/global
problems."
- Kerem Okumuş FOUNDING PARTNER, S360
Strategic Design Studio

First workshop of the
Second Incubation Program
Photo: Kalipro
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MERCEDES-BENZ INTERNATIONAL

How might we imagine
a holistic sales and after
sales experience for
customers and dealers?

THE FUTURE OF
DEALERSHIP
Offering: Product-Service-Systems
Practices: Service Design, Digital Design, Architectural Design

Starting from the Dealer Management System (DMS), the
system used by dealers to conduct their business, we
expanded the scope to develop a portfolio of physical and
digital solutions for both dealers and customers. With a
multidisciplinary team over three months, we developed
interventions for the complete user journey, from initial
consideration to after sales services.
Mapping the emotional states of each actor throughout the
sales and after-sales processes via immersive research, we
diagnosed the possible problematic moments, which may
lead to frustration, stress or anger.
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This analysis helped us focus on key issues such as impersonal
retail experiences or prescribed test drive routines.
From the study, we discovered that sales and aftersales
processes are very different at their core. The sales is about
personalization and giving the customer the power to choose
their own path. The after sales, on the other hand, is about
creating an efficient and highly connected process, promoting
transparency and trust.
A diverse creative team with different professional
backgrounds such as product, service, UX and UI designers,
architects and animators worked on all the steps of the
project, from research, to reframing, ideation and prototyping
the project. Beyond online benchmarking, the project team
went into the field to conduct 57 interviews at 23 dealers
along with 62 existing and potential customers across seven
different countries. An ideation session with the ATÖLYE

Strategic Design Studio

Participatory Design Process

The Future of Dealership
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Dealer - Customer Meeting Hub
Photo: ATÖLYE
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community was also conducted, with over 20 participants
from different professional backgrounds, ages, and
nationalities.
122 ideas were developed, covering all steps of both sales and
aftersales journeys, and considering options for all types of
customers.
From those, 35 ideas were selected to be portrayed in two
animations showing possible journeys for the Future of the
Dealership Experience.
Via this vision of a fictional future, a novel purchase
experience was articulated where the customer pilots his own
journey starting from a virtual tour, then scheduling a test
drive that fits his routine and sharing his unique experience
online, and ending with a special handover. Meanwhile, an
intelligent retail management system helps dealers better
understand customers’ expectations and offers tailored
services and opportunities accordingly.
Similarly, a more engaged, transparent and connected after sales
experience is articulated using augmented reality and sensing
technologies.
The car system, the dealer’s system, and the Mercedes-Benz
support channels are connected and integrated for an
ultimate customer care, quickly reassuring the client,
and scheduling the service needed.
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Some design highlights are below:

Delightful In-Store Experience
Since retail visits are becoming less about information
retrieval and more about memorable experiences, the space
was restructured to build a more pleasant experience in
both private and shared environments. Interventions can
range from: plush lounge areas that invite the customers to
spend time at the dealer, high-quality booths with different
levels of privacy that allow a non-confrontational immersive
consideration moment, and a special sales handover area
visible for customers of both sales and after sales.
Customer After Sales Journey
Illustration: ATÖLYE

Strategic Design Studio

Select Projects: The Future of Dealership
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“ATÖLYE team set out a strong vision and
helped us understand the vast possibilities
ahead of us. From aligning stakeholders, to
practical know-how about ideation methods,
ATÖLYE deployed effective facilitation
processes. They also created insightful
ideas across the board and have a deep
understanding of the innovation process.”

Self-guided Tablet Tour
During the dealer visit, customers can now explore without the
pressure of the salesman, in a self driven journey with a tablet
that guides them to select cars, books a set time for private
exploration and offers rich multimedia content and tools such
as comparing models or customizations. Headphones help
to immerse in the experience with sound effects. With a help
button, customers can call the sales staff at any point of the
journey. Voice activated controls allow customers to directly
ask any question to a AI Chatbot.

Uber Reverse Test Drive
Customers can choose the starting and ending points, as well
as the route, so that the test drive not only comes to them,
but fits in their daily routine. All the data from the test-drives
go both into the customer’s profile, as well as into the data
analytics center, which, through machine learning, helps
improve future test drive experiences. A time-lapse video
can be recorded and shared on social media, increasing the
emotional and social engagement.

- Mehmet Bağkur PROJECT MANAGER, MERCEDES-BENZ
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Augmented Troubleshooting

The results have
been presented
in MercedesBenz Global
Board, and are
serving as a
comprehensive
springboard
for discussion
amongst all
stakeholders.

In the after sales journey, AR tools allow the customers to
perfectly visualize the issues with their vehicles, promoting
transparency and trust. AR tools also help the staff, as
advisors can quickly see the issues and track the work being
done, and technicians can visualize parts and solve their
doubts during the repair.
Overall, this project reframed the starting point, going from
designing a system to designing an experience, and then a system
that supports that experience.

Customer Sales Journey
Illustration: ATÖLYE
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PRIVATE SEZİN SCHOOL

How can we build pedagogical
labs in existing structures?

OPEN ROOF SPACE
Offering: Product-Service-Systems
Practices: Organization & Learning Design, Service Design,
Architectural Design, Communications

Trimtab is a
small physical
mechanism that
helps stabilize an
enormous ship or
aircraft. With its
strategic location,
usually in front
of the vessel,
the trimtab can
affect the direction
with low effort
and high leverage.

Open Roof Space Project was designed as a pedagogical
space with a spatially hybrid program that fosters meeting,
making, learning and working. To this end, borrowing
from Fuller’s Trimtab Concept, the project intervened in a
lightweight yet effective manner and chose the formerly
dormant empty rooftop space of the existing building,
measured at approximately 1.700 m² within 15.000 m².
This scale difference allowed for experimentation while
offering sufficient room for a critically diverse program.
The process for designing the Open Roof Space started with
a participatory session in February 2014, where we facilitated
a design thinking session with 20 teachers, administration
team and external advisors. Various insights emerged from
this session, including the need for deliberate interaction
zones between parents and teachers, a more spacious yet
open layout for teachers’ private work zones, a need for
hands-on learning via a makerlab and reimagining corridors
as interaction zones with increased transparency.
We first developed a strategic spatial program for
Private Sezin Schools, which included a large teachers’ zone,
a flexible events space, a public meeting room dedicated
to educational NGOs to foster partnerships, a makerlab with
three sections (media, wood, biology) and small lounge
booths for comfortable parent-teacher dialogue.
Such strategic programming ensured that the outcome would be
novel independent from formal design elements.

Strategic Design Studio
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Design Thinking Workshop
Photo: Engiz Ayaz

Furthermore, the layout and proximity of these different
zones were informed by parameters such as need for
daylight, visual privacy, acoustic isolation and personabased circulation paths.
As the next step, architectural systems were developed in
close synchrony with multiple technical specialists, leading
to a high performance,integrated design. The resulting project
with its underfloor heating, efficient cooling, recyclable
polycarbonate panels, ecological acoustic wood wool surfaces
and FSC-wood outperforms most educational buildings in
Turkey from a green-buildings standpoint.

Open Roof Space

Library
Photo: Yerçekim
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At the furniture scale, we refined our existing CNVS furniture
line with new modular and flexible products. Ranging from
a stage seating on wheels to acoustically isolated hub
structures, from mobile bookshelves to stand-up work tables,
the bespoke furniture portfolio allows for permutational
layouts.
CNVS is a
furniture brand
designed and
developed by
ATÖLYE and
crafted in
partnership with
local fabricators,
to meet the
needs of
modern work
and education
spaces. Go to
page 102 to
read more.

In a way, the furniture system suggests all users to become actants
rather than passive observers or victims of context.
As a proxy, when designing the space, three distinct layout
configurations were explored to optimize the modules’ pattern
language, however, dozens of alternative scenarios are likely.
Aside from custom-made CNVS series, collaboration with
British startup Open Desk, an open-source furniture system,
added diversity to the portfolio with its flat-pack
CNC fabricated models.
In terms of spatial graphics, the project used a progressive
design language that emphasizes values such as playfulness,
openness and wit. Combining a neutral typeface with pastel
tones and laser-cut plywood signage fabricated at our
Prototyping Lab, the signage cultivates all users to feel both
cared for and empowered. Copywriting and graphics stay
away from cliches while adding meaningful elements, such as
an encalming message within parent-teacher interaction zone
to appease the potentially stressful conversations.
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The project has set a local example in terms of stakeholder
engagement. Starting with a design thinking workshop, the
seed of the project can be traced back to deep collaboration.
Throughout the research and schematic design phase,
frequent site visits, passive observation sessions, interviews
and design crits ensured proper prioritization of design
tactics. We also engaged Education Reform Initiative, a
leading NGO, in the design phase, thus sparking institutional
collaborations which will help scale this space’s impact
to other schools. Meanwhile, the lighting system in the

Corridor
Photo: Yerçekim
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event space was designed, prototyped and manufactured
in collaboration with a select student-teacher group, thus
setting a visible example of ownership-via-participatory
design. Finally, during construction, we decided to leave the
space partially incomplete in terms of furniture and machine
infrastructure thus learning from its first six months and
enabling an iterative process.

aim to meet the different needs and expectations of teachers and
students. We designed three new classes in the concepts of "a space
that facilitates alternative learning and working styles", "a space that
allows informal sharing" and "a space that aims to spread the culture
of production to the entire school".
Altogether Open Roof Space has been a unique opportunity to affect
educational habits for all actors.

After six months, we aimed to measure the effectiveness
of the different areas in Open Roof Space, and their effects on
user behavior. We developed spatial interventions to improve
the user experience in each area, and created flexible designs
that respond to the needs and expectations of different
stakeholders for the areas left empty during the first phase
of the project.
Within the scope of the project, we conducted interviews
with 12 teachers and 3 administrators from the elementary,
middle and high school levels on the usage, benefits and the
challenges of the areas, and the resulting changes in student,
teacher and administrative behaviors. We facilitated short
workshops with 40 students on the usage of the areas and
their ideas. With an interactive plan study that was located
in the school for a week, we have gathered the ideas of more
than 100 students. In addition to these, we examined a
school-wide questionnaire conducted with teachers, and the
photos from the activities held within the different areas of the
Open Roof Space.

Our scope will likely extend to transforming other areas of the
building in coming years, which also serves as a trojan horse for
organizational change.
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“Our collaboration with ATÖLYE brought us
new perspectives for dreaming and creating
our future in education. Consistency and
open communication enabled us to move
forward with minimal effort and dream even
more about coming years.”
- Can Vuran FOUNDER REPRESENTATIVE,
PRIVATE SEZIN SCHOOLS

By synthesizing our research outputs gained through different
methods, we obtained the productivity map of Open Roof
Space and developed spatial solution recommendations
for areas we have found to be used in low and medium
efficiencies. In the design of the three empty areas, we were
led by the in and out of class lessons and activities that
teachers did and planned to do, the out-of-class functions of
these areas and the ideas related to their uses. As a result of
analyzing of all these inputs, we created flexible spaces that

Strategic Design Studio
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Corridor
Photo: Yerçekim
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TEB / BNP PARIBAS

How might we turn select
talented employees into
agents of transformation?

IDEAPRENEURS
Offering: Organizational Change
Practices: Organization & Learning Design, Communications

Considering the competitive, complex and uncertain nature of the
21st century, Ideapreneurs was born out of a necessity to develop

24 Ideapreneurs

8 Vice Presidents

6 Modules

8 Projects

5 Founded
Projects

350+
Empathy
Interviews

16 Sessions
Expert
Feedback

64 Sessions
Mentorship
Meetings

~300 hours
of Fieldwork

25
Prototypes

strategies, innovative products, services and business models
based on organizational learning approaches and human-centered
innovation methods.
In regards to this need, an interdisciplinary and prototype-based
learning journey was designed, with the aim to improve the
leadership skills of participants from various departments
within the company with different skill sets and experiences.
For Ideapreneurs, the top talents within the company were
selected by assessment to embark on a 6-months long
experiential learning journey, consisting of design thinking,
lean business development, team entrepreneurship, and new
generation leadership approaches. In this journey, participants
developed new projects that address specific strategic and
organizational challenges in groups and were mentored
by senior managers of TEB on a one-on-one basis. After a
6-month process, the teams presented their projects to a jury
made up senior management of TEB.
24 young talents selected from different departments and units
of TEB, as well as 8 Assistant General Managers supporting
the process as mentors came together for the first module of
the process in a two-day workshop. In the first module, project
scopes and their respective teams were determined. In the
beginning, workshop participants developed their strategic
perspectives regarding the project topics by discussing
technological, social, and economic trends that affect banking
and financial sectors on local and global levels.

Strategic Design Studio
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Ideaprenerus

Illustration: Mina Yancı
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As part of the first module, design-thinking methodologies
were introduced to teams as they learned the tools for
“discover” -the first step of the method- to deepen their
knowledge on the topics. After the first module, teams
completed their field surveys as part of the “discover” stage
by conducting field research in which they observed and
interviewed the users and stakeholders who are at the center
of these design challenges.

Throughout this process, participants worked on improving
their abilities such as active listening, observation, empathy,
creative thinking, rapid prototyping, pitching, effective
collaboration, and communication.
Aiming to spread the change and innovation culture through
a bottom-up approach,
the “Ideapreneurs” program developed an innovative model to
increase the capacity of interdisciplinary and inter-generational

In the workshop for the second module, teams synthesized
their learnings from the field research to widen their project
ideas with new solutions, and based their ideas on usercentered insights. In order to test the ideas behind their
proposed solutions, they developed their first prototypes and
test plans. After the workshop, the participants went back to
the field to pilot their first low-resolution prototypes with users
and stakeholders.
For the third and fourth modules, teams iterated their
solutions along with their learnings, and received feedback
from users and stakeholders to develop them. Meanwhile,
the ATÖLYE community, which is specialized in a variety of
different disciplines, provided support to the teams on various
subjects ranging from interface design to 21st century human
resources implementations.

learning and company-wide collaboration, which are essential
qualities for companies to adopt to the demands
of the 21st century.
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For the fifth and sixth modules, teams worked on how to build
the stories around their projects in order to ensure effective
communication within their company. To present their projects
effectively to the final jury, they took storytelling and pitching
lessons. Moreover, ATÖLYE provided visual storytelling and
design support to the teams. Another important step was to
test the presentations. Before standing up in front of the jury,
the teams rehearsed and received feedback from experts.
At the end of the process, projects that aim to develop
new products and service systems, human resources
models, marketing applications on different strategic and
organisational topics were presented to a jury made up of
senior managers of TEB. Five of eight projects were selected
to be brought to life through funds and human resources.

Ideapreneurs Workshop

“We see ATÖLYE as a part of our family as we
share a common vision and purpose. ATÖLYE
deeply understood our needs and offered
novel approaches that were tailored to our
needs.”
- Nilsen Altıntaş GROUP HR HEAD, TEB
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ABDULLAH GÜL UNIVERSITY

How might we spark
transformation journeys with
a new education model for
university students?

URBAN SUSTAINABILITY
SUMMER SCHOOL
Offering: Product-Service-Systems
Practices: Organization & Learning Design, Communications

We organized an intense summer school for 15 high
performance, curated students from different departments of
Abdullah Gül University, with a pioneering educational model.
The purpose was to acquire 21st century competencies in order to
be able to develop innovative and social impact oriented project
The program
was based
on the 11th
Sustainable
Development
Goal of United
Nations:
“Sustainable
Cities and
Communities”.

ideas to complex problems.
Throughout the process, students participated in more
than a dozen trainings, seminars and workshops on specific
topics such as design thinking, visual thinking, creative
presentation techniques, product-service-system design,
social entrepreneurship, urban ecology, participative design
processes, all held by experts from the ATÖLYE community
and the wider network. In addition to these core topics,
students gained experience in teamwork and project
management by means of a variety of innovative approaches.
Pre-Summer School, the ATÖLYE team conducted extensive
benchmarking research on design thinking, lean business,
Theory U, liberating structures and the Kaospilot approach
and crafted a custom learning journey. Alongside, inspirational
speakers and sites in Istanbul were canvassed to develop an
applied learning methodology. Various academic resources
within the scope of "Sustainable City and Living Areas"
provided the theoretical rigor to support this process.
Throughout Summer School, various institutions were visited
so that students could be inspired by the experience of the
experts. In order to acquire a deep understanding on the

Strategic Design Studio
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Innovation Phase
Photo: Öykü Attila

“Our students designed real-world projects,
and had the chance to receive feedback
about their works from leading names in the
field of social entrepreneurship in Istanbul.”
- Prof. Dr. İhsan Sabuncuoğlu
RECTOR, ABDULLAH GUL UNIVERSITY

Urban Sustainability Summer School
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Field Trip to EkBiçYeİç
Photo: Can Akat
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theme and to discover their interest within, students were
requested to do both literature research and data collection
using various design research techniques.

1. Various research techniques
Design research / user research techniques (observation,
in-depth interview, persona)
Desktop research (benchmark, netnography)
Cultural research methods (advertising and film examination)
Interpretation of data and insights production

A variety of design solutions were developed, ranging from
a vertical common space for neighbourhood of Şişli; an
independent communication system and product design that
will be used to coordinate in case of earthquake; and a fun
mobile app that would create interaction between citizens
of Istanbul during their time spent on public transportation.
The process was iterative, with plenty of ideation, rapid
prototyping and user testing sessions. At the end of this
design work, students explored creative presentation
techniques and methods to effectively present concept
ideas in the face of a large crowd.

2. Prototyping and testing as part
of the research

Students need to acquire a variety of technical and social
skills in order to be able to bring innovative solutions to
today's complex problems and put them into practice quickly.
It is aimed that with this process, students will become proactive
change agents in their school.
The purpose is the formation of individuals who are
human-oriented, believe in creative thinking and care for
social impact.
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Different prototyping techniques (digital prototyping,
3D prototyping, roleplaying)
Innovative testing techniques through prototypes
"Thinking with your hands"

3. Innovative idea generation
“We all miss the time we spent in the ATÖLYE.
I feel there has been a change in the way
I think. I can now see elements and ideas
designed to guide people in public spaces.
In my own projects, I now try to use the
ideation methods that I’ve learnt in ATÖLYE.”
- Burak Usul STUDENT, COMPUTER ENGINEERING, AGU

Strategic Design Studio

Techniques of ideation
Storifying
Visual thinking

4. Effective presentation
Pitching and presentation techniques
Storytelling techniques
Visualization

Urban Sustainability Summer School
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Collaborative Work
Photo: Can Akat
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How might we create furniture
that responds to the needs
of contemporary work and
learning spaces?

CNVS
Offering: Product-Service-Systems
Practices: Organization & Learning Design, Digital Design,
Communications

CNVS is a furniture brand designed by ATÖLYE in partnership
with local manufacturers to help create flexible spaces using
ecologically responsible materials.
When designing the space for ATÖLYE, we needed a modular,
robust, ecologically sustainable and affordable furniture
set. After doing some market research, it was evident that
furnitures as such didn't exist locally or globally. The existing
models either lacked proper detailing, or they were not robust
enough to withstand heavy usage by a wide gamut of individuals.
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As a framework, the idea of “canvas” emerged, emphasizing a
background that is open to endless variations along with the
minimum infrastructure to hold the space together.
Conceptually, CNVS can be interpreted through its meaning
in biology: Copy Number Variations (CNVs), used to describe
the variation in the number of the copies of a particular gene
in the DNA of an individual. The idea of a permutation-based
furniture was exciting for the whole team.
Based on this, few design principles were set:
ECOLOGICAL MATERIALS
CNVS products are made from natural materials such as
FSC-approved plywood, recycled OSB and locally sourced
metal.
Study Hub
Photo: Yerçekim
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WHEELS

In terms of accessories, whiteboard surfaces are optional for
capturing ideas during brainstorming. The back-side is made
with uncolored felt, providing a bulletin board as well as sound
insulation.

To create maximum flexibility, almost all models ought to
have durable wheels with stoppers.

Go to page
78 to read
more.

We developed the existing CNVS furniture line with new modular
and flexible products and integrated into Open Roof Space project.

MINIMALISM

In a deeply reductionist approach, there should not be any
excess design move, formal or functional, in any of the units.
In response to this self-briefing, a collection of tables,
separators, accessories and light units were developed over
the course of 2.5 years. Each item was iterated relentlessly,
using both paper-sketch feedback sessions as well as in-situ
prototypes.
Tables can be joined and separated, rearranged to make
space for seminars, workshops or individual work stations.
With their wheels, detachable separator channels, and
rounded corners, they suggest flexible working and smooth
circulation. More than eight size options provide a fit for
almost all spatial arrangement scenarios.
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In terms of vertical separators, triangular mesh panels are
designed as a dynamic, minimal furniture to meet the everchanging needs of formative spaces for thinking and doing.
With their built-in wheels, these lightweight, structurally
optimized expanded metal separators create an optimum
amount of flexibility. The separator divides the space, yet
remains as a perforated surface, for the in between passing
gazes and social interaction. Alternative uses span from coat
hangers to photo displays, custom-made bookshelves to
hanging plant pots.
Another vertical unit is the booths, which is designed to create
a semi private space in a common space. Recycled OSB is
used for the exterior surfaces, natural felt and sound absorber
sponge supports the quick skype meetings and isolated
working methods. Group meetings and conversations can also
take place in hubs which allows people to spend spare time
without leaving the common work space.

Strategic Design Studio
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CNVS Furniture
Photo: Ece Çiftçi
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LIMINAL
LIMINAL is a minimalist and adaptable lighting unit that
provides multifunctional usage scenarios. Rather than
suggesting a singular use, LIMINAL transforms itself via its
kinetic joints and adjustable lighting modules. The product
is within the lighting accessory range of CNVS, ATÖLYE’s
furniture design venture focusing on new generation
workspaces.

Scenarios were mapped to better understand all the contexts
in which LIMINAL could illuminate its surroundings. By
careful analysis, idea variations such as ceiling lighting,
battery-powered system, kelvin-changing LED system and
smartphone controls were eliminated for the first batch of
production.

“A lamp
doesn’t
get more
minimal than
LIMINAL.”
- Design Milk

A truly transdisciplinary endeavor, this project employed skills

LIMINAL was developed for the needs of ATÖLYE after
observing that the workspace needed a low-power, minimalist
desk lighting unit. After researching the market, it was evident
that there were either low-quality local options with limited
range of use, or expensive import options that could not be
used at scale. As a result, a collaborative design process
started between our team and community.

ranging from product design to technology, strategy to graphics,
from user experience and electronics.
Numerous local craftsmen contributed to design and
prototyping, along with collaborators with expertise in video
documentation, patent applications and mechatronics.
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LIMINAL in various forms

LIMINAL in various forms

LIMINAL in various forms
Photo: Buşra Tunç
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LIMINAL in various forms
Photo: Buşra Tunç
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MINIMALIST

LIMINAL draws its inspiration from a single line. It is a lighting
unit with a plain form and a compact design. With its foldable
body, LIMINAL can be easily packaged, taking minimum space.
ADAPTABLE

LIMINAL provides more than a dozen scenarios via its
rotatable joints, serving as a desk lamp, wall sconce or a
ceiling pendant. Diffuse LED lights are placed on two surfaces,
with multiple switch outputs. Aside from its form, future
features such as dimming and color temperature shifting
increase its range of use.
ROBUST STRUCTURE

LIMINAL is made out of solid, high-caliber aluminium blocks
that are CNC-milled and refined with traditional manufacturing
methods such as metal lathe. The design includes custom
designed, patent-owned 270 degree rotatable stainless steel
joints.
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REFINED CRAFTSMANSHIP

LIMINAL was conceived in partnership with local artisans.
All of the prototyping process was conducted with craftsmen
in the vicinity of the design studio, enabling rapid iteration
and a detail-driven product development.
LIMINAL was debuted for the first time in April 2016 at
Milan Design Week. After the prototyping phase,
LIMINAL was launched globally on Kickstarter in October 2016,
reaching a global fund support of $31.203 and delivered to 186
believers worldwide.

LIMINAL in various forms
Photo: Buşra Tunç
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İDE.EGE TECHNOPARK A. Ş.

How might we design
a unique ecological
building that inspires
interdisciplinary research?

CONTAINER PARK
Offering: Product-Service-Systems
Practices: Architectural Design, Communications

Container
Park won the
Architizer A+
Award 2016
at Prefab
category.

İDE.EGE Technopark A.Ş. is a technopark project as part of
Ege University in Izmir, Turkey. The first development project
within this 50,000 m² masterplan repurposes 35 second
hand shipping containers to galvanize a talented community
in Izmir and beyond. The facility houses independent R&D
firms focusing on biotechnology, energy, materials and
software. This program is coupled with “catalysts” such
as a hackerspace and a gallery to increase interaction and
collaboration potential among all members.
The project’s need was the creation of a space that will house
office and laboratory units to be rented out and moved to
different locations as needed. At this point, building types
with a simple construction process and the opportunities in
regards to İzmir’s location were researched.

resource for the design process. The digital and spatial
equipment within research campuses abroad were examined
in conjunction with field research.
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The proximity of the site to the port was turned into an
opportunity, as the second-hand containers were placed on
an existing infrastructure belonging to an old building that
was torn down. The construction’s carbon footprint was hence
reduced as none of the materials.
When redefining the needs of the projects, we evaluated the
design process of Container Park as well as other buildings
within the masterplan with the client. At this point, all
stakeholders from the client’s team that could contribute to
the project were brought together. Throughout the process,
Turkey’s 8 leading technoparks were visited. Interviews were
held with administrative staffs and researchers. Positive and
negative aspects of existing technoparks were examined,
leading to “lessons learnt” list that was used as a primary
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Courtyard
Photo: Yerçekim
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Based on our research, we came up with the question
“How can we create an R&D campus that can meet the needs of the
21st century?”
in response to the original question of “How can we construct
a building of 1,000 m² that can quickly generate least
income?” and decided to determine our roadmap accordingly.
As part of our design, we designed two masterplans that
preserved the 3 other buildings alongside Container Park,
and incorporated a 83,000 m² area. We then completed
a 10 year staging plan.
For this project, the team created and conducted the field
tests for the system design, spatial and masterplan designs
as well as strategies for corporate identity, multimedia
and spatial graphics. Assistance was sought out regarding
furniture design as well as various engineering fields.

Container
Park was
amongst
the chosen
projects
published in
Architizer's
A+ Awards
2016 book.

During the first design stage, feedback was received from the
client every 15 days. Our team visited the sites of small-scale
projects built with containers in Istanbul and Izmir, and met
with their design and construction teams. Our team received
feedback from experienced teams in regards to the container
design and its application on the field.
Various alterations were made to the design based on the
feedback that had been received. Container Park’s two-storey
units were reduced to lower the budget and shorten the
construction period. Containers were turned into modules of
2, 3 and 4. Bearing in mind the buildings that would be built in
the future, paths were created in the project plot, between the
modules. This way, circulation axes within the campus were
strengthened.

Project Site
Photo: Yerçekim
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“I have worked with ATÖLYE for nearly two
years during the establishment of Ege
University Technopark. We really appreciated
their creative input. ATÖLYE team put in a lot
of effort during the conceptualisation phase
of the masterplan and subsequently was
instrumental in our unique award-winning
office/lab space, Container Park.”

The primary objective is for the space to become a collaborative and
transparent research and production environment that enables new
points of intersection amongst different fields of expertise, leading
to the creation of impactful research projects in the long term.

Strategic Design Studio

- Fazilet Vardar

VICE CHAIRPERSON OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD,
EGE UNIVERSITY TECHNOPARK
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How might we enable teachers
to become changemakers
in their communities?

TEACHER'S NETWORK
Offering: Platform
Practices: Organization & Learning Design, Service Design,
Digital Design, Communications

The Teachers Network creates a platform for interaction where
teachers are able to lead change and transformation in order
to help improve student success and the quality of education
in Turkey. The platform incorporates all stakeholders involved
in education, including actors from foundations, NGOs, as
well as individuals and organizations from different fields,
and moves forward with them throughout their professional
journeys and processes of solution-seeking.
A 2014 study, Teacher Research, commissioned by the
Vehbi Koç Foundation and conducted by ATÖLYE and
Education Reform Initiative looked into the socio-economic
environment of teachers who live and work in Turkey.

In such an environment, they lack confidence to take initiative,
be creative, and teach as problem-solvers and thinkers – both
of which are key to quality teaching and positive education
outcomes.
A theory of change was written as a result of Teacher
Research. The research, developed based on this theory was
realized through the efforts of the leading seven foundations
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The study revealed that teachers feel excluded and insecure in
their work environments, and lacking capacity to cope with
political, technological and socio-economic challenges.
An overwhelming majority feel desperate in an education
system that does not offer opportunities for professional
growth or good socio-economic prospects.
They study in poor education faculties that falls short of
equipping them with the right set of skills, creativity and
innovative approach they can apply as teachers. They lack
sufficient career support to improve themselves. Coupled
with a worsening political and security environment, teachers
feel disenfranchised in a polarized society where they feel
their socio-economic wellbeing is not a priority. Further,
teaching as a profession has lost its reputation in Turkey:
an overwhelming majority of teachers feels that their role as
teachers is not valued and appreciated in the society.
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"When we wanted to take initiative about
the problems that teachers face in Turkey,
we didn't have a clue of the scope of the
problems as well as the ways to solve them.
Despite all the problems, ATÖLYE plays a huge
role for us to believe that Teachers Network
will become a huge success."

in Turkey; Mother-Child Education Foundation, Aydın Doğan
Foundation, Enka Foundation, Mehmet Zorlu Foundation,
Sabancı Foundation, Open Society Foundation and Vehbi
Koç Foundation. The first phase of the pilot stage, which is
planned to take 7 years, has ended in December 2017.
The model will be developed during this process through the
contributions, feedback and suggestions of the educators
we work in conjunction with. The first step of the program has
been designed as a pilot project where 200 members will
work together in an in-depth manner.
ATÖLYE, with the support of the Teacher Network’s core team,
designed and facilitated a six-month pilot training for the 45
teachers selected for the initial group. This initial group was
made up of teachers from all over Turkey and from a variety
subjects areas and backgrounds, who came to the groups
with references from a variety of stakeholder organizations
like İstanbul Bilgi University Sociology and Education Center
(SEÇBİR), Teachers Academy Foundation (ÖRAV), the Sabancı
Foundation, AÇEV, and the Vehbi Koç Foundation.
The pilot program was designed to have a “prototyping”
approach meant to achieve three overall goals. The program’s
first goal was that the selected teachers come together
to create a community through a multi-stakeholder social
innovation process. Second, the program aimed to design
the future of the Teacher Network with the teachers in, and
the lessons learned from, this initial group. Finally, the third
aim of the program was to empower teachers by using the
various tools of design-oriented thinking in an educational
context and use them to tackle the specific problems teachers
experience in their professional lives. Throughout the process,
teachers worked in teams and developed solutions with
the help of design thinking methods for problems they
themselves identified in the education system. While
developing their solutions, they performed extensive
field-testing with both colleagues and students. They then
turned the solutions they came up into generalizable outputs
that they could share using visual and written storytelling
methods. During the first module in Bolu, the teachers were
introduced to one another, the Teacher’s Network core team,
and representatives of the founding institutions.

Strategic Design Studio

- Erdal Yıldırım PRESIDENT, VEHBI KOÇ FOUNDATION
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Experts from Istanbul Bilgi University’s SEÇBİR facilitated
participatory discussions about some basic issues within the
educational system. On the second day, teachers participated in
several activities where they were introduced to design thinking.
During the second module in Istanbul, teachers created teams
to work on the problems they had identified in their own schools.
Teams learned to work with design thinking and different
user-research tools. They planned field studies to deepen
their understanding of the problems they had identified.
During the third module hosted by ATÖLYE, the teachers synthesized
the lessons they learned from first-hand observations they had made
in variety of settings within their schools and also from interviews
they had conducted with colleagues, students, and parents. They
developed initial drafts of creative solutions by brainstorming around
the specific problems they had identified. The teachers designed
prototypes to test their proposed solutions and various experts from
the ATÖLYE team then joined the teacher teams as facilitators.
In the fourth module, teams continued to develop their proposed
solutions using what they had learned from a month of testing. On
the second day, teachers turned their latest ideas into posters with
the support of illustrators from the ATÖLYE community and exhibited
them to participating representatives, academics, and experts from

Teacher's Network
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Teacher's Network
Pilot Program Final
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various private and non-governmental organizations. Experts
provided teachers feedback on their projects from a variety of
perspectives. Incorporating this feedback, the teams designed
the second round of prototypes of their ideas and then
performed a new set of trials over the following month.

of the foundations that have either participated in the design efforts
or have given feedback on them are as follows: the Purple Certificate
Program, Baska Bir Okul Mumkun, the Turkish Education Association,
Turkish Educational Volunteers, MEF University, Umut Foundation,
Ögretmen Akademisi Foundation, Istanbul Bilgi University Sociology
and Education Work Unit, Kültür University, Aydın University, Ashoka,
Turkish Industry & Business Association, Türk Felsefe Kurumu, Terakki
Foundation and the Global Civics Academy.

For the fifth module, in order to ensure that they were able
to effectively communicate the lessons of the projects they
developed, teachers worked on how to best articulate the
story of those projects. For this, they were able to make use
of the storytelling method, and also took part in a variety
of activities used to instruct them in the particulars of this
storytelling method.

Teacher's Network
Co-Design Workshop

The sixth and final module of the pilot program was designed
as a retreat in Gümüldür. Teachers shared updates about their
projects and got feedback to help finalize their projects. On
the other days of the retreat, the participants assessed the
pilot program itself and worked on developing a vision and
design strategy for the future of the Teacher’s Network.
At the end of the pilot program, the teachers had designed
and shared a variety projects with their colleagues, such as
ways to develop integrative learning environments where
students from a variety of backgrounds can come together;
activities to prevent bullying in school cafeterias; educational
material for astronomy so that students from different ages
can share a learning experience together; and classroom
activities that help students overcome the fear of failing
that can block creativity by turning classroom mistakes into
teachable moments.
By adapting a design thinking approach to the context of the Turkish
educational system, over the course of six different modules which
it both designed and facilitated, ATÖLYE has taken taken the lead in
providing teachers with tools to create change in their schools and
communities.
Aside from the 7 founding foundations, many administrators
from non-governmental organizations from the education
industry and academicians have supported the project. Some
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" We partnered with ATÖLYE during the research
and concepting phases of the Teachers Network.
Our collaboration was instrumental in
co-designing a 'human-centered approach'
to teacher empowerment. This required
moving away from conventional thinking and
synthesizing ATÖLYE's innovative methodology
with our content knowledge."
- Batuhan Aydagül DIRECTOR,
EDUCATION REFORM INITIATIVE
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Engin Ayaz, Co-founder & Head of Design

Build Community,
Space Will Come /
Most space-driven ventures (coworking spaces, makerspaces,
event venues, incubation centers) face the challenge of
testing product-market fit since it is difficult to prototype
space.
After all, if you do not have the actual space, you cannot fully
predict the flow of your users.
Meanwhile, if you have built the space and you are mistaken
regarding business or user experience insights, it’s already too
late to iterate as it is too costly to re-build.
Being aware of such reality, most space-driven ventures
rely on existing market research combined with intuition to
form the foundation for their project. If the founders of such
ventures are seasoned experts or good observers, they may
get it right. However, in most cases, it is difficult to get it right
if you try to build fast and see who shows up. In some cases,
they never show up. Then you have an empty space, but no
community.

CONCEPTING
Build a community around values,
then search for the space to fulfill
their needs.
Our journey for establishing ATÖLYE followed a rather long
and circuitous route as the project started abroad as an
academic project, with no space or capital at our disposal.
As co-founders, Kerem Alper and I (Engin Ayaz) were both
living abroad in the US when we thought of establishing a
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community-centered innovation platform in Istanbul, Turkey.
We both were passionate about the idea of a symbiotic
system that brings freelancers, small companies, startups
and enterprises under the same roof for collaboration, colearning and co-creation. We also experienced the power
of transdisciplinary thinking based on our learnings in our
respective institutions, Stanford and NYU, and felt that our
complementary backgrounds in design, technology, business
and entrepreneurship could help bring this project to fruition.
Meanwhile, we had no access to any existing space or capital,
which meant that we had to build considerable momentum
around this idea. We also wanted to make sure that the insight
we had resonated with a large-enough audience.
First step in 2013 was to do due diligence over 6 months
at Stanford d.school and NYU ITP as part of our respective
masters programs. Dividing the work, we first developed a
business plan using the business model canvas, where we
outlined our value propositions and related dependencies,
ranging from learning to prototyping, from socializing to

Build Community, Space Will Come
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We wrote our first manifesto to complement the strategy
with culture. In this manifesto, we have emphasized on the
potential of collaborative design, creating a space that would
nurture the needs of the community and focusing our core
vision into making social impact and social change.
Along these values, we refined our project, and finally ended
up with a thesis slide deck that outlined our research as well
as future plans.
Complementing this research, we emphasized clear
communication by developing an animation that outlines our
three key personas for the project: the creative freelancer, the
corporate worker and the company manager. We envisioned a
space that would not only contain these three personas under
the same roof, but also create possibilities and ground for
them to collaborate and co-create. In this way, we could take
a step forward to our vision of establishing a transdisciplinary
platform, which creates long term value and impact.
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ATÖLYE Spatial Diagram, 2013
Image: Engin Ayaz
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Alongside these assets, we interviewed more than 200
domain experts from academia and industry to minimize
empirical mistakes. After six months of rather academic work,
we were convinced enough about the big idea to carry the
seed idea to the next level by returning back to Istanbul to
kickstart the project on the ground.
Anticipating a timeline of two years, we knew that we had to
start with the community and simultaneously look for a space
and funding. Though optimistic in durations, it turned out that
the process design was spot on.
Specifically, we believed that our remit was less about finding the
space, and more about cultivating a community centered around

co-creation. At the time, we felt that the educational
component would be a main driver of the system.

certain values.
So, we embarked on a long community building journey.

Alongside, we developed the first spatial program that
consisted of a co-working area, fabrication area, media lab,
classrooms, cafe, gallery and a storefront. At the time, we did
not know how the pieces would fit together, but we intuitively
knew that the synergy among these programs could create
unique value.
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FIELDWORK
Create social momentum
and ensure a balanced
stakeholder map.
Over the course of one and a half years, we had one-on-one
sessions with innumerable people from creative industries,
large companies, small startups and academia to localize our
idea. We also organized more than a dozen pop-up workshops
by being the system integrator. Without owning any space or
tools, we did workshops pertaining to design thinking, jewelry,
pinhole photography and UX design. We rented or borrowed
tools, and usually sought existing galleries, classrooms or
meeting rooms as our territory. For instance, our 3D printer
workshop at Mixer Gallery in partnership with 3Dörtgen in
2013 was the first open 3D printer workshop in Istanbul,
catalyzing a much wider practice of such workshops in
coming years.
Aside from workshops, we presented in more than a dozen
conferences including two TEDx Reset and TEDxKoçUniversity
(both without subtitles, unfortunately), ran workshop-driven
student competitions and hosted international thought
leaders such as Banny Banarjee, Dan Klein and Dale
Dougherty. All these activities, coupled with a consistent
social media strategy that emphasized catchy video
documentation, amassed a committed community
of 7.5K people over the course of six months.
As a result of such social momentum, we were approached by
various universities, real estate developers and companies to
execute our idea under their roof. After all, most institutions
were aware that such a creative force would be very
advantageous to help make their establishment future-proof.
Meanwhile, we were aware that remaining interdependent to more
than a few funding sources was the only way to realize our vision.
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Specifically, we imagined a system that truly diversified its
revenue sources across the private, academic, corporate
and governmental sectors. In terms of private venture funds,
we aimed at finding no less than five independent individual
international investors. We considered these investors not
only as capital providers, but also experts in different sectors
that would give guidance to our system over its lifetime.
Therefore, we had a twofold capital in mind: economic and
intellectual.
We also sought an academic partner and three corporate
partners who would utilize the space on a repeated basis,
fostering new interactions while creating supplemental
revenue. Alongside, membership fees from a diverse
community and ad-hoc event rentals form a reliable basis
of income, while consulting and venture projects provided the
much needed value creation over short and long term.
Finally, given the social impact aspect of our endeavors, we
planned engage governmental funds on a urban and national
scale as nice-to-have financial sources, yet we would not rely
on them to make the venture work.
Combined, we believed that this particular system architecture of
these stakeholders and their associated contributions would lead
to a resilient system, immune to both local and global economic
impacts.
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BETA SPACE &
bomontiada
Observe the community and
scale the space according to
momentum.
In January 2014, we were approached by the founders of
Pozitif and Babylon, the leading entertainment group in
Turkey over the last 15 years. They shared their vision of
repurposing the existing 12,000 m2 Historical Bomonti
Beer Factory (now entitled bomontiada) into a cultural hub,
hosting makers of music, food, craft beer, performing arts,
design and technology. We immediately realized that ATÖLYE
could be a perfect fit in such a constellation, as we were in
need of entertainment and art partners to complement our
vision which was centered around design, technology and
entrepreneurship.
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In September 2015, we finally moved to our current location
in bomontiada. At that time, we had also structured the
necessary private-academic-public partnership to make the
system work. Although possibly a bit too granular, we believe
that sharing this structure is worthwhile for those who may
want to start similar initiatives.

Over the course of few months, we liaised with the bomontiada
stakeholders, and tailored our spatial program to the existing
available spaces. Selecting a 700 m2, single-floor layout
naturally divided into four compartments, we felt that our
abstract idea was gaining physical roots via the edifice. Given
the multi-stakeholder, large-scale nature of the whole project,
the process of initiating and completing the construction took
much more than expected, allowing us to move in September
2015, i.e. a year and a half after the initial dialogues.

In terms of private funding, we had reached an agreement with
nine individual international seed investors, who agreed to
contribute to the project in return of being in the closest circle
to the community and the associated projects. We considered
these investors not solely as funders but also as mentors with
sectoral expertise ranging from software to education, from
media to hardware technologies. From an institutional side,
we also reached agreements with various companies to have
them use our event venue on a repeat basis, thus securing
fixed revenues.

Nevertheless, such extension also allowed us to further
prototype our business model by establishing a 150 m2 beta
space, and thus fostering a dense 20-people anchor tenant
community. Via this beta space, we had the chance to further
build community bonds and prototype our business model,
thus optimizing work processes before we moved into the
large space, with its exponential increase of complexities. We
also organized various social gatherings, such as the “Red
Cushion Nights” that helped engage a wider stakeholder group

In terms of academic funding, we made an agreement with
Özyeğin University (ÖzU) and their emerging venture ‘Istanbul
Institute of Design,’ whereby ÖzU would use our workshop and
event spaces during weekday evenings and weekends. This
would not only increase the utilization of space, but also spark
new interactions among professionals attending continuing
education, college students, educators and the ATÖLYE
community. It was a perfect fit and we are grateful for ÖzU
to have believed in our vision early on.
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In terms of public funding, we applied for the ‘Creative Cities’
program organized by Istanbul Development Agency (ISTKA),
where we proposed ATÖLYE to become a center of design
and creativity for the city at large. Aiming for KPIs such as
72 workshops and 1,200 visitors over a year, we planned for
increased interaction with the public. The resulting funding
subsidized our makerlab and also helped develop
a compelling event calendar.

We were lucky enough not to have capital or space at our disposal,
which enabled us to build a resilient structure from ground up.
Expanding this experience to other domains, perhaps a lean
startup model for a space-driven venture, or “community-firstspace-later-startup”, can be as follows:

1. Establish a concept with a clear vision, a business plan
and an architectural schema.

Today, almost two years have passed since our move-in to
bomontiada. Where we stand, we have an inspiring space
that became part of the Turkey Architecture Yearbook in 2015,
but more importantly, a vibrant community of 150 people, a
monthly event calendar of 20+ events and a network of
15K followers.
Through this journey, we realized that the “soft infrastructure”
of events, community and a common vision is far more
crucial than a sleek space. Our insight is that slowly growing
organizational structures, where space remains a scarcity, can
actually develop their creative muscles further. In our case,
we had dreamt of an interdependent platform, which would
bring together startups, freelancers, companies and the public
sector.

2. Engage the community via nomadic workshops and
events, staying lean in investment while iterating on the
concept.

3. Formalize private, academic and public partnerships
based on the promised vision and the coalescing community,
contingent on finding the final space.

4. Build a beta space for prototyping the business model and
establishing the core team.
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5. Determine and move into the final space with community
engagement throughout design and construction.

6. Test and re-test social, professional and cultural
bomontiada Courtyard

interaction points and diligently seek for feedback.

Photo: İbrahim Özbunar
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Engin Ayaz, Co-founder & Head of Design

Transdisciplinarity
as an Intent /
Embracing the integrative model
to move beyond traditional
disciplinary boundaries
The most urgent challenges of the 21st century are
increasingly layered and intertwined. Traditional models
of work and their respective studies fail to equip individuals
with skill sets necessary to survive the modern challenges
of professional life. We believe that a transdisciplinarity
mindset and approach is essential, informed by the coming
together of seemingly disparate disciplines.

LOOKING BACK
History has come to favor alternative approaches to
specialized knowledge.
Between the 13th and 17th century, poets, scientists, painters,
philosophers and experts from other disciplines flocked to
Florence, which at that time was under the reign of the Medici
family. Having championed innovation and creative production
in the city, the Medici family attracted talented individuals
who were able to collaborate and exchange ideas, enabling
what was coined by Frans Johansson as “the Medici effect.”
According to Johansson, through providing the foundation
for an interdisciplinary model of production, the Medici
family enabled the formation of Renaissance, one of the most
innovative periods in human history.

Insights

The suffix of
“-disciplinarity”
has been used
relatively openendedly both
in media and
academia.

During the Industrial Revolution, the trend of specialization
gained prominence, which led to the abandonment of the
priorly-idealized “Renaissance man” model (Britannica). The
favorability of a newer, specialist model reached its heights
during the post-WW2 era, where new professions emerged
as a result of the expansion of human knowledge accelerated
via the new technologies of the day. However, the tide of
history turned once again with the advent of capitalism and
consequently of globalization, as period that opened new
global “deterritorialized” arenas for disciplines to amalgamate
in an unprecedented scale (Trepanier, 2017).
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LOOKING AROUND
Various trends are currently at
play for new generalized ways
of seeing.
This recent development brings with it a realization that
a single discipline approach does not suffice in solving
complex problems of our time. 21st century problems warrant
new occupations, and these occupations warrant a new
educational paradigm for perceiving the world.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

While, the concept of going beyond the limitations of single
disciplines has been discussed widely in recent years, there
is not necessarily a conclusive outcome.
From our standpoint, the most compelling definition is
offered by Paul Stock and Rob J.F. Burton, where they divide
heterogenized knowledge transfer into three different levels
of integration; basic collaboration (Multidisciplinarity), new
knowledge creation (Interdisciplinarity) and fully-integrative
synthesis (Transdisciplinary) (Stock and Burton, 2011). Each
of these models share a common trait of bringing together
individuals from different disciplines in order to propel
out-of-the-box thinking and problem-solving. However, a
transdisciplinary model inherently requires creating a “unity of
intellectual frameworks beyond the disciplinary perspectives,”
therefore necessitating an effective transfusion of the
interdisciplinary input (Jensenius, 2012).

XVIII
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INTERDISCIPLINARY

A demonstration of the integration levels for different types
of disciplinarities, inspired by A. Jensenius.
Universities have adopted this integrative approach to
formulate new degrees and even departments to capture the
new demand for holistic knowledge. An example of such an
institution is Minerva, an undergraduate school that provides a
core curriculum that feeds of of many different disciplines. By
enabling students to live and learn in seven different cultures
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during their four years of study, Minerva provides a universitylevel system that stresses the importance of multidimensional
information and learning paths.
Other pioneering institutions include MIT Media Lab, described
as a “research lab that encourages the unconventional
mixing and matching of seemingly disparate research areas”,
Stanford’s d.school, which draws from methods “across the
design field to create learning experiences”, along with NYU
ITP, Parsons Transdisciplinary Design and Kaospilot among
others.
Meanwhile, a holistic education is not necessarily the only salvation
for 21st century occupations.
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A great example of such an individual is Elon Musk, who
is trained in basic principles of physics and combines his
growth mindset to become an “expert-generalist” (Fortune,
2016). Based on his relentless curiosity, he applies the same
questioning attitude for his startups like SpaceX, PayPal,
OpenAI, Neurolink and Tesla Motors, creating links and insight
loops among all ventures.

LOOKING IN
How we adopt and benefit from a
wide-spectrum knowledge base at
ATÖLYE.
Informed by these global academic trends, we believe that
ATÖLYE can foster a new model of transdisciplinary practice
with its unique structure that combines a multidisciplinary
network and an interdisciplinary team.
As an intentional and curated network with 150 members, 150
alumni, four sectors and countless disciplines, ATÖLYE houses
experts on virtually all applied subjects. ATÖLYE has a sectoral
criteria of 30% creative industries, 25% tech & engineering,
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25% business development and 20% social sciences. This
network is diligently mapped using an interactive interface
called Graph Commons, which also happens to be an ATÖLYE
alumni venture. Having these experts in proximity fosters
learning and collaboration on multiple levels.

we aim to write briefs with extensive notes, so that they can
see the big picture and their position within. Instead of limiting
the information exchange to regular meetings, we organize
small-scale ideation and testing workshops to capture the
best ideas and insights. We aim to leverage the hive mind
by organizing brainstorming and feedback sessions with the
community.

This model of interaction enables individuals formulate professional
empathy.

Aside from one-off projects, we also actively do ‘101 sessions’
to increase community’s general level of professional
empathy, thus underlining our ‘intent for transdisciplinarity’
in the long term.

Embedded within this network, our interdisciplinary core
team is made up of approximately 25 individuals that have a
π-shaped competency map, with deep skills in analytical and
creative fields.
Their mixed abilities may entail design research, project
planning, pricing or statistics on the analytical side, and visual
communication, written communication, industrial design,
photography or fabrication on the creative side. Combined,
each individual can carry two lenses at once, and the small
task-based teams are able to tackle diverse challenges as
a whole. As a whole team, individuals carry both the hat of
helping run the space and the platform, as well as undertake
roles in consulting and venture projects, with wide-ranging
scopes.
It is in projects where we aspire to enmesh the powers of the

LOOKING AHEAD
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A move further away from
boundaries as dictated by
traditional disciplines
As ATÖLYE, we believe that our hybrid model caters not only
to the needs of today, but also to the needs of tomorrow.

multidisciplinary community with our interdisciplinary team.
With the rise of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, all
Specifically, our research phase consists of getting rid of
disciplinary boundaries and doing an immersive research.
Instead of gathering data from research alone and building
on top of existing information, we convey fieldwork in order to
formulate our own knowledge base. Based on this research,
we formulate a robust, discipline-agnostic brief, which
prevents the client from falling into the trap of “a hammer
looking for a nail.”
In the design phase, we ensure that the appropriate experts
are engaged to respond to the brief at hand, either from
our team, our community or our wider network. To ensure
continuity of knowledge and proper transfer of insights, we
also expand the role of the research practitioners into design
as feedback providers. To fully engage others with the project,
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repeatable and well-bounded tasks will be delegated. What remains
at hand will be integrative and creative thinking skills as well as
intuition-based judgements, as opposed to solely data-driven
predictions. This requires a rich, multi-faceted and
community-centered practice with a growth mindset.
We believe that ATÖLYE prepares all of its stakeholders for
such a future, especially via its intent of transdisciplinarity.
Time will show whether we will be able to get closer to it.
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Mert Çetinkaya, Organization & Learning Design Lead

Wicked Problems /

Dynamic

Social

Generative

1- Dynamic Complexity

In the early 1970s, German academician and design theorist
Horst Rittel first coined the term “wicked problems” in the
context of social policy and planning. According to Rittel,
wicked problems have conflicting perspectives of stakeholders
around the understanding of the problem definition.
One-size-fits-all technical solutions are not adequate
to address them.¹
Richard Buchanan, a prominent design professor, was a
pioneer to raise design’s potential role in bringing solutions to
abstract, undefined and systemic organizational and societal
challenges with his iconic article “Wicked Problems in Design
Thinking”, some 25 years ago. Buchanan suggested that
design’s flexible approach to working iteratively with both
problem hypothesis and solution domain makes it suitable
for coping with indeterminate nature of wicked problems.²
In order to better link wicked problems to design, David
Snowden’s Cynefin Framework becomes a reference. Snowden
suggests that wicked problems exist in the domain of
complexity, where three different types are at hand: dynamic
complexity, social complexity and generative complexity.3
Each type necessitates particular mindsets, methods and
tools to address such problems.
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Wicked problems’ cause and effect are distant in time and
space. Tools of reductionist analysis and first-hand experience
are not enough to determine the causes of problems. There
are symptoms in the surface but solving them just causes
more and bigger problems due to delays in information
feedback.
As an example, an executive who wants to create a more
effective and productive organization, cannot achieve this
only through more strict policies for time management
and target incentives. Effective work and productivity are
deeply related to employees’ motivation for work which is
embedded in organization’s culture through specific mindsets,
behaviours and skills. Trying to manage productivity with strict
policies and reductionist incentives might be successful in
the beginning. In the long run, it will result in unproductive
behaviours of unsatisfied employees as they will always seek
autonomy and empowerment.
At ATÖLYE, we employ systems thinking and synthesis to
see the big picture of different parts and their relationships
as a whole. This helps us develop strategies to address root
causes rather than symptoms. We also know that the big
picture is dynamically changing with our own participation
and intervention to the system as designers.
Our initial frames for problem hypotheses are adjusted as we learn
more about the system and our role in influencing it.

1 Rittel, Horst, and Melvin Webber; "Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning," pp. 155–169, Policy Sciences, Vol. 4,
Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company, Inc., Amsterdam, 1973.
2 http://web.mit.edu/jrankin/www/engin_as_lib_art/Design_thinking.pdf
3 http://alumni.media.mit.edu/~brooks/storybiz/kurtz.pdf
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facilitate them to gain a shared understanding of the problem
by incorporating diverse perspectives. We make sure to use
appropriate facilitation tools and follow a process where
solutions are also collectively designed based on a shared
ground. In fact, ATÖLYE’s architecture was designed to enable
participatory, multi-stakeholder design from day one as well.

3- Generative Complexity
The environment that creates wicked problems is constantly
changing as we continue to address them. The future is
unknown and undetermined. Uncertainty is high. We do not
have established practices, guidelines or tools to navigate the
system. New solutions are needed.
Acknowledging our psychological and cognitive biases
at every step is critical in this process.

2- Social Complexity
A wicked problem is a concern for many social actors with
different views, values, and agendas. Shared understanding
of the definition of the problem does not exist due to siloed
worldviews. There is a level of conflict among various
assumptions, needs and goals.
When an executive wants to approach achieving productivity
through a cultural change process, he or she has to deal with
people’s differing beliefs in how the work should be done and
diverging worldviews of how an organization should function.
There should be a deeply participatory process in place where
people co-design and co-create the organizational narrative
that they want to be part of.
ATÖLYE’s way to deal with social complexity is to adopt
participatory approaches traditionally appraised in design.
We use ethnography to see the situations from the views
of as many diverse stakeholders as possible.
Our problem hypotheses are refined by constructing a more shared
view of the reality through empathizing with other people.
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If you want
to get more
information about
wicked problems
and learn how to
tackle with them,
come to our
Wicked Night,
invitation-only
event. Please find
your invitation at
the back cover
of the book.

Executives can also take a step further to see productivity
as an emergent property of an organization as a living system.
When it comes to changing an organization’s culture there are
no one-size-fits-all solutions. Every organization’s way
of finding solutions for creating an ideal culture is unique.
Therefore, it is critical to tap into people’s creative potential for
generating solutions for culture change that sticks.
ATÖLYE’s approach harnesses the full power of design
thinking to establish creative confidence in our project teams,
consisting of ATÖLYE’s core team, select community members
and select teammates from our clients, to tackle problems
with out-of-the-box and fresh ideas.
Our learning mindset and iterative approach help us capitalize
on the novelties that emerge from our processes.
ATÖLYE is geared towards taking on some of the toughest
problems that our society and organizations are facing.
It will require us to constantly reflect on and improve our
praxis while drawing from decades of research in design and
management sciences. With some exciting projects in the
pipeline for 2018, we are very much looking forward to putting
our transdisciplinary approach to use and perfecting our craft
as agents of change.4

We also often host diverse stakeholders under our roof and
4https://stanford.io/2sZQVyU
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Community /

Our diverse community is the
key enabler for interdisciplinary
interaction.
Our diverse community is the key enabler for interdisciplinary
interaction. Consisting of individuals working in different
professional areas, our community develops and shares
their projects, receiving extensive feedback in return. Having
experts from various fields within this network fosters learning
and collaboration on multiple levels.
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“ATÖLYE is a place where
the word ‘community’ comes to life.”
- Carla Lemgruber
SERVICE DESIGNER

Multidisciplinary ATÖLYE Community

Creative Hub
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Atılım Şahin, Community & Prototyping Lab Lead

Community Curation /
The term ‘curation’ has become a ubiquitous notion lately.
We hear this buzzword from corporate customer acquisition
narratives to content creation platforms across sectors
such as music, travel, dining and more. In ATÖLYE, we live by
this word as we think about our projects, events and most
importantly, people. For us, curation is comprised of three key
elements: space, purpose and diversity.

our curation by means of limiting the capacity. Since last year,
we are at approximately 150 people, our full capacity, which
encourages us to tighten the curation processes.
While designing our space, we configured our membership
models (flex, resident, room, and corporate) so as to allow
150 people to fit in the community. This decision was inspired
by "Dunbar’s number."

SPACE

It is interesting that our experience at ATÖLYE so far shows
that people clusters engage more in Dunbar’s suggested
sub sequences (5-15-50-150). In parallel with that, the daily
traffic of our space is around 50 people; and in community
activities, most efficient knowledge sharing environments are
being provoked when there are 15 people at most.

Right neighbours vs. right house:
A guide for community curation

Go to page
IV at Insights,
to read more.

In Turkish, we have a proverb which could be directly
translated as "Choose the right neighbour not the right
house." We are highly inspired by this notion. Our approach as
articulated in our Medium article “Build Community, Space
Will Come”¹ directly refers to this adoption that communities
should be built not depended on physical attachments. This
mindset shapes the way we curate our community. If people
would like to join ATÖLYE solely for the purpose of working
in a comfortable space, then they are not the right fit for our
community.
This approach also gives clues about our community growth
strategy. In contrary to many space-driven ventures based on
a real-estate mindset,
we prefer to put our energy into curation of the community in order
to engage the right people to create a unique synergy because we
believe this synergy is the thing that creates value in the long run.
This vision has been broadly discussed in our Medium article
titled “Deceleration: In Praise of Slowness and Trust”.2 If we
had planned to expand through the number of members, we
would have easily continued with opening the second space
and filling it with new members. Space, in our case, affects

According to the
anthropologist
Dunbar, this is the
number of people
with whom we
can maintain
a meaningful
relationship,
whether in a
hunter-gatherer
society or in
online groups.
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PURPOSE
Clearly communicating internal and
external purposes from day one
We attach a great deal of importance to carefully maintaining
both an interdisciplinary and an interpersonal balance when
putting together the ATÖLYE community.
The main purpose of this curation is to create a learning
environment in which community members fulfill their needs
professionally and socially, and hopefully collaborate on projects
that could create long term value.
This might sound like a generic purpose which could be easily
internalized by everyone. However, the key approach for us is
to look for members who can contribute to this purpose, not
fit into it.

1 https://medium.com/atolye/build-community-space-will-come-e5e9e08ab075
2 https://medium.com/atolye/deceleration-in-praise-of-slowness-and-trust-3976654278a
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off the space and its amenities. Instead, these are sincere
conversations to communicate the fact that people matter
at ATÖLYE. It is very important for us to talk face-to-face
with people who are interested in becoming a part of the
community so that we can elaborate on their skills, interests,
and expectations.
These meetings also give us a chance to know more about
candidates’ future plans in terms of new projects and venture
prospects. This allows us to see possible collaboration
opportunities with other members and ATÖLYE’s core team.
Through this discussion, candidates can also acknowledge
the value of community as a way of supporting each other
professionally.
On the other hand, we communicate the fact that what keeps
our community together is the relationships among members.
We grow through the strength of the bonds between
members, not with the actual number of our members.
Feedback Sessions: epcsht

Being a contributor to the defined purpose is more important than
being a proper fit for the community.
Diego Rodriguez, a former partner of IDEO, addresses hiring
criteria in relation to team culture. He prioritizes cultural
contribution over cultural fit in choosing the right candidates.4
Similarly, we try to understand how a candidate member
would contribute to this purpose and what they could bring
to the table for the sake of the community. We examine this
through our membership application process.
The first touchpoint for people willing to join ATÖLYE
community is the membership application form on our
website. In conjunction with the explanations on our website,
this form gives applicants the first hint about the curation we
apply, as well as its purpose.
After reviewing the form, we invite people for one-on-one
meetings. These meetings take approximately one hour
per candidate. They are not typical ‘space tours’ to show
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Trust is the key constituent in order to reach internal purpose.
Without trust, there are no relationships, and no collaborations.
This approach automatically eliminates people with selfcentered tendencies on the way, if they think they wouldn’t
need anything from anyone.
It is all about a proper social contract.
Just like a good school, explaining our purpose behind this
curation clarifies everything. Even if people apply in teams,
we would like to meet not only with a member of the team,
but also with each team member in order for us to be all on
the same page.

DIVERSITY
Scarcity breeds engagement & quality.
Diversity is one of the most crucial curation criteria at ATÖLYE.
Aligned with our purpose as defined above, we believe that
innovative projects and unexpected breakthroughs can only emerge
out of the right combination of people.

4 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-i-hire-its-all-cultural-contribution-fit-diego-rodriguez/
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Points of inspiration boost through diversity of knowledge and
viewpoints. Institutions like Stanford d.school and NYU ITP
are perfect examples of how bringing people together from
various disciplines together, generally leads to breakthroughs
that each group could never reach alone.

Strategy & Business Development (Aimed 25%)
(Includes Entrepreneurs, Strategists, Business Developers,
Advisors, Coaches)
Social Sciences & Community Building (Aimed 20%)
(Includes Communication Experts, Sociologists, Researchers,
Lawyers, Psychologists, Writers, Editors)

In quantitative manners, there are several criteria we apply
to curation of our community. We keep track of this data
on a daily basis. It is challenging to regulate this flow as
we sometimes accept big teams that changes the balance
instantly. Similarly, our churn is affected by members moving
abroad or teams outgrowing the space. Within this dynamic
system, diversity remains a difficult, yet a worthwhile metric.

Under these four scopes, we do not prefer to have more
than six people from the same profession. That means there
wouldn’t be more than six graphic designers, for instance, in
Creative Industries scope.
This network is mapped using an interactive interface called
Graph Commons, which also happens to be an ATÖLYE alumni
venture. The way we approach disciplinary diversity is inspired
by how we embrace transdisciplinarity. This vision could be
reviewed in our Medium article “Transdisciplinarity as an
Intent” in detail.

Disciplinary Balance
We divide disciplines into four main scopes in ATÖLYE and we
aim for a disciplinary balance between those four areas:
Creative Industries (Aimed 30%)
(Includes Designers: Product, Service, System, Graphic, UX/UI;
Architects, Photographers, Videographers, Artists, Illustrators,
Animators)
Technology & Engineering (Aimed 25%)
(Includes Engineers: Computer, Software, Mechanical, Civil,
Electrical-Electronics; Developers)

30%

Creative
Industries

19%

Technology &
Engineering

Creative Hub

26%

Social Sciences
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Gender Balance

Go to page XVI
at Insights to
read more.

Since the beginning, we are aiming for 1:1 gender ratio
within our community. It is equal number for male and female
members at the moment.

International People Ratio
10% of our community is currently international. We work
rigorously towards increasing that figure to 15-20%. We
believe cultural diversity is one of the key aspects to create
an efficient learning and inspiring environment. In order
to increase the number of foreigner people dropping by at
ATÖLYE, we have started to collaborate with Yabangee, an
English resource & community platform for expats living in
Istanbul. Together with Yabangee, we organize events and
distribute articles, targeting expats living in Istanbul.

25%

Business
Development

Community Curation
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DILIGENT EVALUATION
PROCESS

150 Members
1:1 Gender Ratio
10% International

140

15% Acceptance Rate
Curation requires a team that is focused
on the process thoroughly.
In our approach at ATÖLYE, we use ‘curation’ not only for selecting
people in our community but also as a way of utilizing interaction
potential with the selected ones.
We believe the curation process requires a diligent focus
starting from the first touch with the members via the
application form until the first day the member spends
within the community.

Graph Commons: http://bit.ly/atolyecommunity
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On a weekly basis, we make internal team meetings for final
evaluation of applications for that week. The evaluation
starts with discussing above mentioned curation criteria

Community Curation
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for the candidate: space, purpose and diversity. We then
continue with assessment and ranking of the candidate with
reference to the three topics listed below. In order to reveal
their importance for us, these three topics are organized in
hierarchical order as follows:

become a part of our community because of the quotas,
we offer a place in our waitlist and inform them when space
becomes available.

FINAL REMARKS &
LEARNINGS

1. Collaboration Potential
We seek out people who could contribute to ATÖLYE’s agenda
of strategic design studio side as well as current members’
professional profile in terms of collaboration possibilities.

Throughout our journey, our approach to the community
and the criteria that we apply for curation have evolved in
accordance with our strategy and have been shaped step by
step with contribution of our community members.

2. Community Engagement Potential
We seek out people who could engage with the community
in different ways. This can be achieved through participating
in events, organizing workshops, 101 Lessons, feedback
sessions, being active in communication channels, and being
physically present in the space on a desired frequency. Each
member interacts with the community in a different way and
we keep track of it on a regular basis.

3. Professional Recognition
We seek for minimum 2, ideally 4+ years of professional
experience in their respective fields. However, this does
not mean that we omit the potential of new graduates and
prospect talents. We do not judge people based on their
résumé or previous achievements. What is important for us is
to know about the next steps that they plan to follow and their
relation to the community.
These evaluation sessions end with approximately a 15%
acceptance rate. That being said, being a member is not the
only way to interact with the community. When we believe
that there could be other ways to engage applicants besides
membership, we try to handle the process carefully by
communicating the fact that this process is not like deciding
what is black or white for us. Instead, it is like the shades of
gray with many other collaboration opportunities such as
projects, events, and workshops. For the ones who cannot

Creative Hub

Each community has its own characteristics and they are all
dynamic entities as each newcomer has the potential of changing
many aspects of that very community.
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For example, our model provoked more freelancers than
corporates to join the community since our purpose demands
flexibility in terms of project collaborations and community
engagement.
We believe there needs to be a certain curation criteria and
purpose regardless of what kind of community we are working
together with, so that we can measure and assess the impact
of our endeavors. Otherwise, the concept of community loses
its purpose and meaning.
Our approach to space, purpose, and diversity has seriously
affected the way we curate our community, resulting in strong
positive feedback from the community itself. So far, members
have collaborated and made referrals to each other on 110
different projects under ATÖLYE’s roof. Having a curated
community has fostered learning and collaboration on
multiple levels.
It is important to note that these principles are not absolute.
Our approach will be continuously and rigorously refined
each year and we will provide updates as we encounter
new revelations.

Community Curation
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Community Events /
21 101 Lessons

Community Gathering

22 Feedback Sessions
9 Journal Sessions
23 Prototyping Workshops
We see community events crucial for community members to
get to know each other, share knowledge, and foster a learning
environment nurturing collaboration opportunities.
We catalyze our community around professional and
social activities.
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Throughout 2017, we organized 220 different events.
140 of these events aimed to create touchpoints for
social interactions like Happy Hours, Yoga Sessions, Game
Tournaments, Bring Your Own Blanket Movie Nights, Shamanic
Rhythm Circles, Community Gatherings, Outdoor Activities,
and the like. The remainder of events focused on professional
knowledge sharing activities.
Our professional activities enable community members to
share knowledge regarding their own professions. They share
expertise through 101 Lessons (21 Sessions in 2017), their
projects that they currently work on and ask for feedbacks
from the community through Feedback Sessions (22
Sessions in 2017), their professional travels and talk about
the conferences, panels and workshops they attend through
Journal Sessions (9 Sessions in 2017) and their practical skills
through Prototyping Workshops (23 Sessions in 2017).

“ATÖLYE is like a Swiss army knife:
it’s a workspace where I’ve found
like-minded people from every walk
of life, a professional environment,
and new friendships.”
- Ömer Hacıömeroğlu PRODUCT DESIGNER

Creative Hub

Community Events
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Rather than being formatted as a one-way presentation
or a lecture, these activities are organized in a way that
encourages dialogue among attendees.
We create an intimate set-up for people to get to know each other
and share their knowledge and ideas without hesitation.
Therefore, we organize some of these events in our living
room, allowing people to drop by, join the conversation or
have snacks while listening to a presentation.
The average participant number for these events varies
between ten to twenty person per event. When the participant
number becomes higher than 15 (a sequence in Dunbar’s
number theory), the atmosphere starts to become relatively
less intimate and the session tends to turn into a lecture. It
is precisely because of the this reason that we limit these
professional activities only to community members.
Our weekly Feedback Sessions are one of the best examples
of encouragement of professional interactions between
members. Members present projects that they are currently
working on and receive feedback from the rest of the
community. Since the backgrounds of the people differ from
one another, the presenter obtains a wide range of feedback
from various professionals. Participants can share comments
on any technical, design, artistic, communications or business
development related manners.
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In addition to constructive feedback shared during these
sessions, members may also join each other's projects
depending on their needs, or suggest a contact either from
the ATÖLYE community or from outside that could possibly
support the process. Even if a member’s field of work is not
relevant to the project being discussed, they tend to listen
to each other and learn from their expertises. This way, if and
when members need support in a specific field at a later time,
they can get in touch with each other directly, without having
to rely on someone else.
In this way, these activities boost collaboration opportunities
between members by simply offering an environment for them to
inspire each other professionally.

Photography 101 Workshop
Photo: Özge Aytan
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Collaborations /

We feel inspired when we see people's professional and social
interactions turning into concrete projects that aims to create
long term value.
Projects that come to life through this vision open up spaces for
new ideas, identities, and perspectives to flourish.
We document every single collaboration at ATÖLYE and map
them through the Graph Commons platform. Collaboration,
in our context, means ATÖLYE community supporting each
other in their projects or creating a team and starting a project
from scratch altogether. We also use the term “referral”, which
relates to when someone from the community refers another
community member to an outside project.
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Throughout 2017, the ATÖLYE community made 42
collaborations on different projects. This number has
dramatically increased compared to previous years (29
projects in 2016; and 24 projects in 2015). 56% of these
projects were related to the Creative Industries scope,
which includes product design, architecture, graphic design,
branding, fashion design, illustration, and publication works.
19% of the projects were in Technology & Engineering scope,
where people collaborated on web, application or hardware
development related projects; whereas 15% of the projects
were related to the Strategy & Business Development scope
in which members supported each other for their brand and
marketing strategies. 10% of the projects were considered
to be in the Social Sciences & Community Building domain,
where people collaborated around projects with community
building aspects and communication works.

Graph Commons: http://bit.ly/atolyecollaborations
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The scale of these collaborations vary from small projects
on branding, illustration, legal counselling, graphic design,
videography etc. to a more comprehensive projects
like service design, educational programmes, business
development.

Here you can review some of the
collaborations made in different
fields.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Reflect, an activist fashion brand that was developed under ATÖLYE roof
in 2017, have collaborated with 12 different people from community in
different phases of the project. Illustrators, business developers, fashion
designers, graphic designers, product designers and communication
consultants took part in reflect's journey to help them develop their
business.

BRANDING - ILLUSTRATION
Our community member Ahmet Alpat, the inventor of Kitto (a DIY 3D
printer that will launch as the new product of Katı Hal), collaborated
with illustrator Ece Çiftçi to develop a logo and a visual language
for Kitto. Kitto comes in a box with a user manual, and the owners
assemble the printer themselves. Ece has also collaborated with
Gökhan Bayraktar, founder of Inter-Teknik (a company that specialized
in manufacturing electrical fuses) to work on a rebranding for their
company. She designed a new logo, contents of their website,
brochures and business cards.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Architect Bihter Çelik and Stage Designer / Art Director Tuğçe Akbulut
have collaborated on the spatial installation for the first Sonar Festival,
which was held in Zorlu Performing Arts Center. The same duo has
also made a visual merchandise work for Nero Caffé Cadde branch.
Site specific product display tools and bookcases were designed
and produced for the interior design of the shop.

Creative Hub

EXHIBITION
PMS is an augmented reality exhibition curated by community
member Meltem Sahin, that transforms the printed illustrations into an
interactive experience of animated gifs made by a group of international
women artists. Illustrators Ece Çiftçi and Nurbanu Asena from ATÖLYE
community took part in the exhibition whereas another community
member, Erdinç Akkaya designed the technological interventions for
the exhibition.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES
Product designer Ömer Hacıömeroğlu has supported ATÖLYE's Urban
Sustainability Summer School with a design thinking workshop for a
selected group of AGÜ students. He also organized a circular design
workshop together with Mertcan Avcı, our Prototyping Lab Associate,
for Maker Faire Istanbul in 2017.

Collaborations
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Creative Hub Partnerships /
Nestled in Istanbul, we are nourished by the dynamic, if not
chaotic, nature of the city, while developing projects at a
fast pace and with an adaptive attitude. We see the inherent
impatience that surrounds us as an advantage for “getting
things done,” with an ambitious talent pool that helps us
take on projects of global scale. On the other hand, we
are connected to the world via different creative hubs and
entrepreneurship networks, with whom we jointly develop
projects, participate in exchange programs, and focus on
being a “glocal” organization in all senses of the word.
We’re a significant member (and in 2018 expected to join
the leadership group) of European Creative Hubs Network,
a global initiative lead by British Council in partnership
with six European creative hubs and European Business
and Innovation Network, and are co-funded by European
Commission.
Through this network, we have initiated a partnership with
seven creative hubs around Europe and combined this with
our strategic partner New Lab, located in the US. Through
this partnership, we develop member exchange programs,
knowledge sharing, and mutual events.

Creative Enterprise Russia
Photo: Pavel Poboruev
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Events /
EVENT TYPE

DOMAIN

2017 393 Events 8.677 Guests

15

Technology & Engineering

94

187

Workshop

Social

Prototyping

92

90

Strategy &
Business

Talk

15

Exhibition

Hackathon

1 3

AUDIENCE TYPE

90

116

143

Public

Private

Community

Social Sciences

19

Technology & Engineering

Prototyping

Workshop

Talk

Strategy &
Business

67

2016

Creative Industries

9

Social Sciences

Technology & Engineering

Strategy &
Business

94
Private

92
Community

1

16

2

AUDIENCE TYPE

Public

16
Talk

9
Workshop

Prototyping

Exhibition

Social
Creative Hub

3

15

2

2015 32 Events 2.487 Guests
1 3

1

Private

110

Community

64

92

AUDIENCE TYPE

Public

15

Social

Exhibition

Hackathon

8

Creative Industries

32

2016 187 Events 7.486 Guests
2 3

96

2017

4

Social
Sciences

2015

24

Creative Industries

Events
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Expat Spotlight
Photo: Sina Opalka
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SELECT
EVENTS

CREATIVEMORNINGS

CreativeMornings is a breakfast lecture series for the creative
community, started at 2008 by Tina Roth Eisenberg, out of
a desire for an ongoing, accessible event for New York’s creative
community. The concept was simple: breakfast and a short talk
on one Friday morning a month. Every event would be free
of charge and open to public. ATÖLYE is the official host
of CreativeMornings Istanbul since 2015. Since then, we have
hosted 20 events with guest speakers such as: Nasuh Mahruki,
Çiğdem Selışık Onat, Barış İnce, Erk Acarer, Batuhan Aydagül,
Cengiz Koçak, Levent Erden, Memet Ünsal, Bülent Somay, Kaan
Sezyum, Kubilay Tunçer, Galip Tekin, Hakan Kurşun, Armağan
Tunaboylu, Muhsin Akgün, Mercan Dede, Kutlukhan Perker,
Michael Sturtz, Ali Üstündağ, Deniz Ova.
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CreativeMornings:
Mercan Dede

Creative Mornings:
Kutlukhan Perker
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SELECT
EVENTS

EXPAT SPOTLIGHT

Expat Spotlight is a monthly series showcasing the latest,
most inspiring contributions being made by Istanbul’s diverse
international community to the city’s cultural, sporting,
humanitarian, and business spheres. An opportunity to share
moving stories, reflect on personal experiences and participate
in a resourceful dialogue, foreigners and locals alike are
invited to come and embolden others. Hosted by ATÖLYE and
Yabangee, the panels have covered a wide variety of themes
including the arts, creatives in Istanbul, community leadership,
digital nomads, education, gastronomy, health & wellness,
hospitality, İstanbul as home, performance, and writing. Having
presented over 50 speakers on 11 events, from across the
globe, the ultimate goal is to prove that Istanbul can provide an
accommodating home to anyone willing to pursue their ambitions.
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Expat Spotlight: Digital Nomads:
Photo: Zeyad Abouzeid

Expat Spotlight: Digital Nomads
Photo: Zeyad Abouzeid
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SELECT
EVENTS

STARTUP GRIND

Startup Grind is the largest independent startup community,
actively educating, inspiring, and connecting 1.000.000
entrepreneurs in over 250 cities. They nurture startup
ecosystems in 105 countries through events, media and
partnerships with organizations like Google for Entrepreneurs.
The cornerstone of the global community are monthly events
featuring successful local founders, innovators, educators and
investors who share lessons learned on the road to building
great companies. Founded in Silicon Valley, Startup Grind has
now hosted 5000 fireside chats since its founding in 2010.
To date, Startup Grind has helped millions of entrepreneurs
find mentorship, connect to partners and hires, pursue
funding, and reach new users. We are one of the local partners
of Startup Grind and have been hosting it since August
2015. Since that time, we have hosted 10 events with guest
speakers such as Sina Afra, Ömer Erkmen, Nazım Salur,
Alemşah Öztürk, Nevzat Aydın, Rolf Schroemgens, Hakan Baş,
Barbaros Özbugutu, Hande Çilingir, Pınar Kaftancıoğlu,
and Murat Tapik.

Startup Grind: Hande Çilingir
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EVENTS

BEHANCE PORTFOLIO
REVIEW DAY
Behance Portfolio Review Day, an event that brings together
creative communities from around the world, was organized
by ATÖLYE on May 11. Participants came from a variety of
different creative fields, including illustration, web design,
graphic design, architecture, photography, and art direction.
The Behance Portfolio Review Day included talks and a
portfolio revision session in order to support the local creative
community and to provide them guidance with the valuable
support of our guests such as Candaş Şişman, Engin Ayaz,
Erdal İnci, Murat Kalkavan, and Şule Koç.
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SELECT
EVENTS

CURIOUS COMMUNITY

Curious Community provides a platform for experts to bring
their specialty topics out of ordinary domains, encouraging the
audience to become active participants in creating a community
around curiosity. The events series are organised in partnership
with ATÖLYE and Kabak & Lin. The events are held at ATÖLYE's
space in winter and Pavli Bozcaada in summer. In April 2018,
Berlin will be added to the project and more cities will follow the
rest of the year. Curious Community aims to bring curious people
together without holding on to a subject or participants.
The goal is to have a conversation both ways, not just the
speaker to the audience, and to create a base for curiosity and
knowledge sharing. It creates a space for the experts and curious
communities to come together and collectively envision potential
future projects. We hosted 5 events with guest speakers such
as 360 Degree Research Group, Begüm Koçum, Fatih Cihangir
Selimoğlu, Kerem Kurdoğlu and Martin Kohlstedt.
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Curious Community:
360 Degree Research Group

Curious Community:
Kerem Kurdoğlu
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Prototyping Lab /
In our Prototyping Lab, we aim
to develop and materialize ideas
that form in creative minds.
We provide physical and digital prototyping equipment in
our laboratory to individuals with a common purpose, and a
passion for production and help them turn their ideas into
designs, and their designs into products.
Our Prototyping Lab fuels a culture of experimentation with a
diverse set of tools and workshops. It also enables us to reach
out to young and restless minds with different programs such
as Open Mondays and Designer-in-Residence.
Using the physical and digital equipment, we also create open
workshops geared towards discovery and production and
bring together individuals eager to create and learn.
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“Prototyping Lab is the rare kind of place that
makes me feel like a student again, where I’m
excited about what I don’t know and eager
to share what I do.”
- Tuğçe Akbulut DESIGNER

Arduino Workshop
Photo: Yerçekim
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FABLAB NETWORK

OPEN MONDAYS

Our Prototyping Lab was selected
as a member of the global MIT
Fab Lab network in May 2017.
There are more than 400 spaces worldwide that provide
access to modern tools for production. A Fab Lab is a
technical prototyping platform for innovation and invention,
providing stimulus for local entrepreneurship and a platform
for learning and innovation: a place to play, create, learn,
mentor, and invent.
Being a Fab Lab means connecting to a global community of
learners, educators, technologists, researchers and innovators;
a knowledge sharing network that spans 30 countries and
24 time zones.
Because all fab labs share common tools and processes, the
program is building a global network, a distributed laboratory
for research and invention.

Fablabs, which
started as a
support project
by the MIT Center
for Bits and
Atoms (CBA),
began as an
outreach project
and became a
collaborative and
global network.

Doing and experimenting is amongst the most effective
methods of learning.
At our Open Mondays program, we open our doors to students who
want to produce in our Prototyping Lab without any cost.
The program has started to yield its first projects and we hope
that these projects bring action to the entire ecosystem.
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One of our Open Monday Fellows, Bilge Koyun, an Industrial
Design student at Bahçeşehir University, designed a sponge
bowl using a hot wire cutting machine, band saw, and
industrial drying machine to be exhibited at Design Week
Turkey. Füsun Çetin, an Architecture student at Istanbul
Technical University, built a land topography model for her
architectural project lesson using a laser cutter and learned
how to use 3D printing equipments in order to combine her
skills with different tools. Another fellow, Ezgi Tatlısu, an
Art and Design student at Yıldız Technical University, drew
a picture on a large canvas solely by using a single line
technique.

Bilge Koyun is working on her project
Photo: Özge Aytan
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Prototyping Lab
Photo: Yerçekim
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DESIGNER-IN-RESIDENCE
In her residency, Nur worked with the material foam. She took
foam as a focus material and starting point, and explored new
techniques and textures to bring out the potential of the
material. She thinks that foam is a hidden material, generally
used in furnitures as a support material or cleaning
utensil. Nur aimed to highlight foam as a material and its
characteristic virtues in her new designs by casting and
combining foam with supporting materials to find new
functional daily life objects.

We started a new programme called “Designer-in-Residence,”
where we facilitate designers and technologists to develop
new projects in our Prototyping Lab. Each period, we will be
announcing an open call for the designers to apply for the
residency programme. The Designer-in- Residence programme
is open to all projects in any creative area. For each period,
our team selects one designer among all applicants.
With this residency, we aim to engage and involve young talents
in a hands-on manner.
Designers who are accepted into the program are expected
to use the Prototyping Lab actively to develop their projects.
They will also have the opportunity to engage with the
multidisciplinary ATÖLYE community and share their
experiences and get feedback on their projects. At the end of
the programme, the outcomes of the project will be displayed
in ATÖLYE with a mini exhibition.
The first Designer-in- Residence is Turkish designer Bilge Nur
Saltık. Nur completed her master’s degree at Royal College of
Art, Design Products in 2013. Shortly after her graduation, she
established Studio Bilge Nur Saltık. Nur is a strong believer
in collaborations and is the Co-founder of the London based
collective Form&Seek. In her work, Nur intents to incorporate
culture with contemporary design.
Pairing the old with the new, she works with traditional crafts and
combines them with new materials and fabrication processes. This
intersection produces unexpected results and never-seen-before
products.
Her designs emerge from a powerful narrative and are fuelled
by an interest in human behavior and human interaction with
objects.
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Within the scope of the programme, Nur used the 3D printer
and laser cut found in ATÖLYE's Prototyping Lab and used
conventional cutting techniques and new age technologies
to shape foam in alternative ways. During this experimental
phase, she explored foam's texture, density, resistance, grip
and its relationship with other materials. She studied foam in
three main categories: its texture, its relationship with other
materials and its usage as a coating material. From sponge
vases, acoustic panels and to combining foam with soap, she
produced a wide spectrum of prototypes. With this project,
her objective was to combine foam with functional,
everyday objects.

"A crucial part of my design process actually
happens in the Prototyping Lab. It is easier
to sketch and draw, but you actually do not
see the true potential of the material till you
touch it and experiment with it. A product is
not fully designed till i made a prototype and
learn from the process of making.”
- Bilge Nur Saltık DESIGNER-IN-RESIDENCE
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Scent Dispensary
Photo: Özge Aytan
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Partnership with
Özyeğin University /
to people who are in the beginning of their careers, and high
school students who aim to become the professionals
of the future.

Özyeğin University is a strategic partner of ATÖLYE, in terms of
joint community building, content creation, communications
and venue utilization. Since 2015, as part of Istanbul Institute
of Design and Continuing Education Academy, a significant
number of classes, workshops, lectures, and talks have been
organized with the support of ATÖLYE’s multidisciplinary
community.
Design, as a source of added value and an innovation tool, is
more frequently associated with specific cities and locations.
Istanbul is one these cities which has the potential to become
local and global center for design and creative industries.
ÖzÜ /İstanbul Institute of Design (ÖzÜ/İID) is a visionary,
graduate level, design and architecture education and research
institution at this thriving city of Istanbul. ÖzÜ/İID offers
master’s (MArch/ MSc) and doctoral (PhD) degrees in design
and architecture. Since 2014, the institute serves as a venue
for scholars and students to conduct research on theory,
technology, methodology, management, strategy, history and
culture in relation to design and architecture.
Continuing Education Center aims to shed light on personal
and professional development of individuals. While improving
personal competence and talents of employees, they also
prepare educational programs that offer a more efficient
work environment, and therefore, help corporations make
professional contributions to their employees. They offer
wide-ranged, career-oriented certificate programs, prepared
in collaboration with expert academics. In addition, they also
widen the scale of their operations by organizing various
courses. The activities and opportunities offered by the
Continuing Education Academy are not limited to professionals
or corporate programs. They also provide programs that cater

Creative Hub

As part of Istanbul Institute of Design and Continuing
Education Academy, Özyeğin University organized 72 events
(conferences, panels, talks, lectures, workshops, certificate
programs) with more than 1,000 attendees at ATÖLYE.
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Architectural Acoustic Certificate Program
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CEEE Interdisciplinary Approaches: Sweat, Vent and Word
Photo: Didem Kendik
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Our Strategic Priorities
for 2018 /
Distillation engenders quality. Moving forth from a busy year
into 2018, we are honing our priorities further, captured under
three main themes.

Becoming a Learning
Organization

181
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Producing Focused &
Cutting-Edge Work

Moving into New
Domains of Work
Working on New Lab City project
Photo: Carla Lemgruber
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BECOMING A LEARNING
ORGANIZATION
importance of feedback loops and know-how transfer amidst
a chaordic system of flows -of people, materials and energy.
As we run our projects, workshops, events or community
gatherings, we will keep this delicate balance between art and
science in mind, and see how we can establish a continuous
learning system.

1. Data Driven Internal Learning System
Following the footsteps of Peter Senge, a renowned system
scientist, we believe that organizations need to future-proof
themselves by considering working and learning as an
indispensable cycle. Using digital tools, we plan to develop
tailored individual "playlist" for our team members. These
playlists will combine online learning and 101 Lessons,
project-based applied learning and peer-to-peer sessions.

PRODUCING FOCUSED &
CUTTING-EDGE WORK

If we can align these learnings between the individual and the team,
we will enable a virtuous cycle that will empower team members to
deepen their skill sets while widening their basic know-how on key
subjects.

2. Codified Cultural DNA
As Peter Drucker states, “Culture eats strategy over breakfast”.
In 2017, we spent a considerable amount of time refining our
purpose, values, and workflows. Growth of the team and the
community implied that we occasionally played the game of
"the cat chasing its tail." For 2018, we intend to capture more
content on paper, disseminate it across multiple internal
channels, observe daily behavior, and "iterate between the
earth and the sky" as needed.

3. Operational Excellence
As experience designers at our core, we consider operations
as an art and a science. To that end, we will attend to every
detail, every touchpoint, with the eye of an artist. Meanwhile,
we are well versed in system science, which reinstates the

What is next?
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1. Creative Hub - Strategic Design Studio
Synergy
As ATÖLYE’s key differentiator, this synergy plays a quintessential
role for 2018.
Primarily focusing on community member contribution to our
projects, we will develop incentives and reward systems for all
actions that reinforce this synergy. From thought leadership
events to engaging young talent via the Prototyping Lab and
the "interaction quotient" for members, we look forward to
sparking and leveraging this synergy throughout the year.

2. Communications Clarity & Edginess
Exploration is not an efficient act. As an evolving organization,
over the last few years, we naturally have trod many
avenues of work, simultaneously disseminating a wide
range of projects and events in our newsletters and social
media. In 2018, we will sharpen our channels and focus on

Our Strategic Priorities for 2018
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communicating less frequently, but with increased impact.
Our maxim will be to surprise, inspire and delight our
audience, maintaining an edge and never flailing on
specificity, as that is where the insights lie.

Go to page
XXVI at
Insights, to
read more.

3. Extraordinary Project Quality
Reminiscing Robert Pirsig, “Quality with a capital Q” is our
compass for all of our endeavors. We believe that the deep
attention and care for all of our outputs is the only way to
make the effort and outcome worthwhile. By establishing a
rigorous project flow cycle, further clarifying roles and taking
the global practices as our benchmark, we hope to deliver
outstanding results across all of our offerings.

3. Ventures Exploration
We believe that a combination of tailored solutions and
scalable systems is needed to create systemic change. With
our project work, we deliver the former, but productization
could deliver the latter. To this end, we are currently exploring
ways to structure a joint venture with two seed ideas, Alya
and nextAction. Alya is an exciting opportunity in the field of
decentralized child pedagogical system via content-driven 3D
printing, and nextAction could become the new generation
micro-learning tool in corporate settings. Driven by our
particular interest in learning processes, it is no surprise that
our ventures arm is exploring tools along these lines as well.

MOVING INTO NEW
DOMAINS OF WORK
1. International Projects

these relationships, we will focus on delving deeper into the
issues of few select organizations, understanding their
wicked problems, and working side-by-side in addressing
them. For this, we are well aware that we need a two-pronged
structure, where we work both with the executive to better
understand the bird’s eye view, as well as the internal change
maker who actually has the room and internal network for
good execution.
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Over the last few years, we have worked with clients in
Germany, Bosnia, Denmark, and the US. In 2018, we intend
to partner with various companies and institutions, with a
particular focus on delivering product-service-system design
projects that encapsulate multiple practices. Prioritizing
long-term value, we will seek opportunities that engage us on
longer timeframes, where we can start with strategy, followed
by design research, immersion, prototyping, and testing. We
believe that the transfer learning enabled by cross-cultural
collaboration, combined with the resilient mindset which
is native in our Turkish context, will create unique projects
across sectors.

2. Leveraging Partnerships
Over the last few years, we have amassed a large global
network comprised of valuable people with diverse skills and
interests. In 2018, rather than spreading ourselves thin across
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Alya 3D Printer

Our Strategic Priorities for 2018
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Reflections

Contact /

Credits /

Tarihi Bomonti Bira Fabrikası
Silahşör Caddesi, Birahane Sokak,
No: 1 Şişli, Istanbul, Turkey

Project Coordinator
Emre Erbirer

New Lab
19 Morris Ave., Brooklyn
NY 11205, USA

Project Assistant
Özge Aytan
Design
roundabout

+90 212 296 65 22
ATÖLYE
atolye.io
info@atolye.io

Contributors:
Atılım Şahin, Ayşesu Çelik, Beril Altuntoprak,
Carla Lemgruber, Ceylan Uşaki Erali,
Doğukan Şarman, Emre Sarıkaya, Engin Ayaz,
Kerem Alper, Mert Çetinkaya, Naz Özbek,
Nesile Yalçın, Serdar Paktin, Tilbe Şendoğan,
Tolga Dizmen, Yasemin Demirel
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Event Space, ATÖLYE
Photo: Yerçekim
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ATÖLYE

WICKED NIGHT
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Let’s unleash your wicked problems together.
We will convene and take a collective step
forward to address some of your most
challenging wicked problems.
This will be a brand new event format where
you can present your wicked problems through
a unique experience.
Join us at the Wicked Night!

September 27th, Thursday
19.00 - 22.00
What is next?

Venue
ATÖLYE

ATÖLYE
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